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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Prediction of outcome in school bond elections has been 

the subject for numerous articles and research studies in 

the field of school administration. The major purpose of 

these investigations ha# been to give the views of people 

in certain school districts as to why bond elections suc-

ceeded or failed, A few studies have been concerned with 

the trend in community power structure and its direct bear-

ing on the outcome in bond elections. Consensus supports 

the contention that it is of vital importance for school 

boards and administrators to be constantly aware that the 

outcome of any proposal for school improvement depends upon 

the manifested interest of the voting public. 

In most communities there are individuals who because 

of a particular distinction--such as affable personality, 

pleasing aggressiveness, family background, practical educa-

tion, or financial acumen--emerge as leaders. Although 

regarded by the community as "opinion makers," these leaders 

are not necessarily the richest, the most active, or, in a 



civic sensei the most distinguished citizens. However, 

they have remarkable influence. Many voters seek to learn 

the opinions of the leaders. Wise planners of a bond issue 

will endeavor to enlist the aid of these "influentials." 

If such cooperation is not possible, the best alternative 

is to anticipate their objections and counter them in order 

to preclude any grave effects on the issues. 

Throughout the nation new schools and improved facili-

ties give evidence of the accomplishments of power structure 

within the representative communities. Sometimes the power 

is a spontaneous thing. It arises from the urgency of a 

particular community problem, retains its formality only 

long enough to see the solution of the problem and then 

retires. At other times, the power structure is a continu-

ing forc@--always active, always in motion. This force 

would be less effective if the people who were unfavorable 

were lacking in power resources or were unwilling to commit 

them to decision making. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to determine the com-

munity power structure and its influence on the outcome of 

bond elections in four selected school districts in the 



State of Texas. The investigation of the following sub-

problems was necessaryi 

1. To determine the involvement of power structure 

in the decision-making process of the school district. 

2. To determine the community people who have exer-

cised the greatest influence in school matters, 

3. To determine the educator's need to become cogni-

zant of the nature of power structure. 

4. To determine to what extent leaders in school bond 

elections are also leaders in non-school issues. 

Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were proposed for this study; 

1. There was a significant positive relationship 

between the attitude and support of the community influ-

ential and the success of any school bond election. 

2. There was a significant positive relationship 

between the sincere and expressed attitude of the school 

administrator and the molding of public opinion and voting 

action of the people in school bond elections. 

3. There was a significant positive relationship 

between persons who are influential in bond issues and 

those who are leaders in other community affairs. 



4. There was a significant positive relationship 

between a successful bond issue or an unsuccessful one and 

the degree of participation of key influentials. 

5. There was a significant positive relationship be-

tween active community influentials and the approval of 

the bond issue. 

Definition of Terms 

The terms, as used in this study, are defined as 

follows * 

1. Knowledgeables.—Persons in the community who 

because of their position or reputation as organizational 

leaders posses® valid knowledge of the community structure; 

persons having the ability to make reasonably accurate 

nominations of the influential® in the community (5). 

2. Influentials.--Persons from whom particular decision-

makers are drawn into various systems of power-relations ac-

cording to the community issues and projects that arise (1). 

3. Key influentials»--Those influentials who received 

the greatest number of nominations made by influential for 

the leader they would want if they were responsible for a 

bond issue or some other major project before the community. 



4 * G r o u p - a t - l a r g e . — i n each district a group of per-

sons selected informally and interviewed individually 

without being aware of the purpose of the questioning. 

5. Power structure*--The social or community frame-

work within which people make decisions and carry them out, 

the social framework which is built as the various indi-

viduals join together in an effort to achieve certain goals (4). 

6. Decision making.--The process by which people make 

up their minds, including the various forces and efforts 

that influence personal decisions (3). 

Significance of the Study 

In recent years the research which would provide for 

a deeper understanding of school-community relations ha® 

been sharpened by increased interest on the part of both 

lay people and professional personnel. Accelerated advance 

in the Space Age is creating a concern for the status of 

American education in the world community. Changing value 

patterns brought on by mobility and by social upheaval have 

caused criticisms respecting provisions for learning. 

Outright competition of education with other public 

services has influenced communities to raise additional 

revenue for their schools through local taxes. This pro-

cedure has caused people to join together in a common 



undertaking—to set up a power structure and vote for or 

against bond issues. 

Americans like to believe that in a democratic society 

power structure does not exist. School people like to be-

lieve that in the operation of the schools no one person 

has greater control than any other. It is, however, an 

indisputable fact that in public school affairs power struc-

ture has always been present and will undoubtedly continue 

to be present. 

Bond issues have become the primary means of finance 

for capital outlay purposes. It therefore behooves public 

school administrators to further their knowledge of con-

ducting effective campaigns. 

Need for the Study 

In the attempt to secure a favorable response on school 

bond issues the superintendent of schools should be one of 

the principal leaders. It is his duty to provide leader-

ship in evaluating all community needs and to devise ways 

of interpreting those needs relative to the educational 

planning of the school district. 

The administrator is confronted with the ever-present 

problem of securing public support for imperative school 



needs, such as more classrooms and better teaching facili-

ties, His objective is to see that the facts are placed 

before the constituents of the school district. It is 

therefore advantageous for him to know the power structure 

within which the local school must function. 

An ability to recognize the center of influence within 

the coramunity power structure and the hierarchy of organisa-

tional power will enhance the effectiveness of the adminis-

trator in the building program. If he is aware of the 

center of influence and knows the functional power structure 

of the social organization, he can then make plans for an 

educational program consistent with the existing power 

structure in the community. 

The planned program can become more effective if the 

administrator is conversant with the areas of concentration 

in which he should devote his efforts. A major factor in 

the development of better schools would be the skill to 

mobilize or to neutralize certain power structure elements 

in order to give increased support to the desired program 

for educational improvement. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study was concerned only with power structure and 

its effects upon bond issues. Data from campaigns conducted 
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to obtain voter approval of the bond issues were the media 

used to arrive at the concern. The data obtained applied 

to only four selected Texas school districts that, during 

the last four years, had experienced a bond issue campaign 

exceeding $1,000,000. 

On December 2, 1964, a personal survey of records in 

the Municipal Advisory Council of Texas, Austin, Texas, 

was made (7). The survey revealed that 85 per cent of all 

school house bonds voted cm in Texas in 1963 carried and 

that 15 per cent failed. Because of the percentage that 

failed, the number of schools meeting the requirements of 

this study was limited. 

Methods of Collecting Data 

Through research on power structure and bond issues, 

it becomes evident that the four school districts used for 

this study could not represent the entire range of the major 

variation of all schools in the State of Texas that had ex-

perienced bond issues, nor would the four selected schools 

be sufficient for comprising a usable random sample of 

schools involved in successful or unsuccessful bond cam-

paigns. According to Bloomberg and Sunshine (2), the best 

strategy given to a study of this type seemed to expedite 

insight and intuition. 



The four school districts selected for this study were 

chosen from eight districts that had proposed bond ©lections 

during or after 1960. Of the eight school districts inves-

tigated for this present study, four had had successful bond 

elections and four had unsuccessful ones. 

Th© four selected school districts represented an opti-

mum compromise among the following criteria? 

1. Each school district was involved in a bond issue, 

the districts were investigated to ascertain the factors 

influencing the success or defeat of the proposed issue. 

2. The area was large enough to be interesting in 

terms of possibilities for structural complexities. 

3. TITO of the school districts had a record of a bond 

issue failing and two had a record of a bond issue passing. 

4. The date for the election had been between June, 

1960, and January, 1965. This period was recent enough for 

the people to remember the important events and activities 

that had occurred during the bond election. It was assumed 

that most of the respondents were not excessively motivated. 

5. The school district had voted on a bond election 

exceeding one million dollars, an amount large enough to 

insure public interest in the election. 
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6. The total vote in each school district was one-

third greater than the mean number of votes in the annual 

©lection of the Board of School Trustees held prior to the 

bond ©lection. The assumption was that an issue creates a 

controversy, which usually results in an above-average turn-

out during an election on the bond issue under consideration. 

The total vote was required to ascertain whether or not an 

issue did exist. 

All correspondence was directed to the local superin-

tendent, who was considered as having the most pertinent and 

comprehensive knowledge relative to the problem under con-

sideration. After approval had 'been thus secured, each 

school district was studied to determine whether or not it 

satisfied the above criteria. Four school districts failed 

to qualify. One failed because the superintendent had been 

dismissed after the 1964 bond election had been defeated. • 

Two others failed because of the economic condition of the 

school district. Still another was excluded because it was 

felt that a true picture might not be obtained relative to 

the 1963 bond election. 

The value of each of these school districts was approxi-

mately $13,000,000, as compared to $27,000,000 for each of 

the remaining four school districts. 
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Methods Used to Identify the Power Structure 

Each school selected by the criteria set forth in the 

"Limitations of the Problem" was visited and the superin-

tendent was interviewed. During the interview, the purpose 

of this study was explained and the cooperation of the 

superintendent was solicited. When an agreement had been 

made, the superintendent was asked to identify the people 

who would assist in the study* 

Information was obtained from published sources, such 

as the census and tax records, and from personal question-

naires. (Questionnaires A, B, C, D, Et and F were used in 

the interview—see Appendix). A study requiring face-to-

face questioning of the respondent was also necessary. 

With the help of the superintendent in each of the 

four selected school districts, twenty-four people were 

designated by the following criteria a® the panel of knowl-

edgeable®. The twenty-four were interviewed in order to 

ascertain whether or not they actually did have knowledge 

concerning the school district* They were asked to respond 

to the first eight questions of Form A. Bach question was 

assigned a value of twelve points. The point assigned was 

subjectively adjusted for each individual according to 
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reasoning and accuracy of the answer. In order to qualify 

as a panel member, the nominee had to secure above siscty 

out of a possible ninety-six. 

Sine© each respondent was assured anonymity, no names 

appeared on any of the instruments used. For identifica-

tion purposes in the study, the forms were numbered to con-

form to a cod®. 

Three groups submitted nominations of influential®: 

(1) panel of knowledgeables} (2) influentials nominated by 

the panel; and (3) a group-at-large informally selected in 

each district. Bach of the influentials nominated was 

ranked according to the frequency of nominations. A com-

parison of the resulting ranks assigned the various influ-

ential® by the three groups was considered essential. Two 

measures of identical rank assignments were given the panel 

of knowledgeables' nominations: one by total nomination® 

received and the other by nominations received on each spe-

cific question. The questions were divided into five areas: 

youth, school, community, general information, and specific 

occupation. 

Individuals receiving the greatest number of nomina-

tions and ranking highest in each area were designated as 
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area leaders. In each of the school districts the top ten 

persons who had been nominated by the panel of knowledge-

ables were designated as community leaders. These ten were 

then ranked as they had nominated themselves. These ratings 

were compared with those given by the panel of knowledge-

able® . The total nominations were listed for each of the 

influentials with the percentage of nominations that this 

figure represented. The criteria set forth for determining 

key influentials were the ranking and percentage of the in-

fluential group. Only those persons on or above the mean 

were considered as key influential®. For comparative pur-

poses the rankings and the percentages of the panel of 

knowledgeables were also given. 

A comparison of the three groups submitting nominations 

of influentials was necessary for determining the value of 

panel nominations. Either of the two methods of panel nomi-

nations was significant for comparison purpose®. However, 

since the influentials and the group-at-large rankings of 

influentials were based on total nominations, consistency 

was maintained by including the total nomination rankings 

for the panel of knowledgeables. 

After the influentials had been identified, they were 

contacted and interviewed. Forms C and F were used to 
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determine the role they had. played in the bond issue* Bach 

of the superintendents of the four school districts was 

subsequently contacted and tested with Fona B to determine 

the role he had played in the bond issue. 

In summary, the procedure for collecting the data for 

this study consisted of the following step«j 

1. Visits were made with the respective administra-

tors to secure approval for participating in the study by 

each of the four school districts. 

2» Needed information for the situational factors 

according to the situational information forms was secured. 

3. Panel of knowledgeablesf influentials, and group-

at-large were selected. 

4. Community influentials, key influentials, and area 

influentials were identified* 

5. Foras A, B, C, D, E, and F were completed by face-

to-face interviews in order to determine how influentials 

felt after the bond election. 

©. Information on the attitude and support of active 

community influentials regarding bond issues was secured. 

7. Information on the attitude of the administrator 

and his opinion of the attitude of the community was se-

cured. 
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8. Information on the attitude and participation of 

community influential# in other civic affairs was secured. 

9. Information on the relationship between active 

community influentials and approval of the bond issue was 

secured. 

Treatment of Data 

The Texas Education Agency records only successful ca®» 

paigns, but does not keep any records of unsuccessful ones. 

Information concerning unsuccessful bond campaigns was 

secured from the Municipal Advisory Council of Texas (8). 

From the eligible districts that have conducted suc-

cessful and unsuccessful campaigns, a random sample of eight 

was examined. Four school districts were selected for study. 

The second phase of the study was an analysis of the 

information. Data were analyzed to determine what signifi-

cance could be attached to the factors selected for study. 

A number of questions were not designed for statistical 

analysis and therefore are reported in a narrative form. 

However, as the quest ionnaires in the Appendix have it eras 

that do lend themselves well to statistical treatment, they 

are reported in tabular form with accompanying explanation. 
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the data in this study were treated by parametric and 

nonparametric statistics. Nonparametric statistics were 

necessary for several reasons. Firstt much of the data 

collected were of ordinal nature | hence, nonparametric tests, 

such as the Spearman, rank correlation coefficient rg and 

the Kendell coefficient of concordance W (6) were better 

adapted for rank treatment than were the parametric methods. 

Second, the nonparametric method was used to identify the 

key influential and the community influential and their 

participation in other community activities. The parametric 

statistical methods chosen for analyzing the data axe the 

mean, median test, chi-square, chi-square with Yates* cor-

rection and Fisher's Exact Provability Test (8). In the 

chi-square treatment the two-by-two contingency table was 

used to record the data to be analyzed. 

Because of the small samples in this study, extra pre-

cautions were taken to identify significance. The chi-square 

formula, X2 * (8), was used initially to test sig-

nificance on each item. Significance was discovered by 

using the chi-square formula above and the chi-square for-

mula with Yates' correctioni 

XY2 « (1 ad-bc 1 - N/3)2 N l o . 
(a+b) (a*c) (c+d) (b+<f) * ' * 
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The XV2 and the X2 formula findings were tested for 

significance at the ,05 level with one degree of freedom. 

If cme of the formulas above the accepted value was found not 

to be significant. Fisher's Exact Probability Test (8) was 

used: 

F - (A*B^ * i A 4 C ) * f8"t'D* * 
N : A J B : C ; D I D : 

3 

The Kendall coefficient of concordance W (6) was se-

lected to measure the correlation among the three groups 

selected in this study to nominate influential®. 

Following this introductory chapter, which has pre-

setted an overview of the purposes and methods of the study, 

a review of the related literature is given in Chapter II# 

Chapter III includes a presentation and analysis of the 

information collected. 

Data presented in Chapter IV are comprised of facts on 

ascertaining the influential® as nominated by three group#s 

(1) relationship between the attitude and support of the 

community influentials and success of a school bond issuej 

(0) relationship between the attitude of the administrator 

in molding public opinion and voting action of the people 

in a school bond election} (3) relationship between influ-

entials in bond issues and leaders in other community issues\ 
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(4) relationship between a bond issue and degree of partici-

pation of key influentialsj and (5) relationship between 

influentials of power and approval of the bond issue* 

Chapter V gives a summary of the findings as well as a 

statement of conclusions drawn from these findings. Recom-

mendations for future study are also included. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

In the history of public school systems the general 

area of bond elections has received much attention. Only 

the literature which presents findings closely related to 

the problem under consideration has been incorporated into 

this study. 

Bell (4)has found that the concept of "power struc-

ture" has taken on not only wide diffusion but also pura.1-

istic meaning. His contentions are based on a careful 

analysis of the use of the terms in the mass media. 

Dick (12) has contributed a new method for ranking 

the community influentials. He has applied image analysis 

and scaling techniques that rank persons of influence along 

a single dimension. Adams and Romney (1) have contributed 

a method of functional analysis of authority, which, al-

though limited in scope, has possibilities for deeper 

analysis of power structure phenomena. 

Harvey (15), in a study of using tests and control 

grouping, has noted the reciprocal influence of the groups 

20 
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and their types of leaders, especially in unstructured 

situations. In his analysis ha uses the formal, informal, 

and formal-informal leader-types. Leaders were subjected 

to different stimuli than those applied to group members. 

He found that formal leaders ar© influenced by group leader# 

who, by their own evaluations, have departed from the group 

judgment. He also perceived that informal status in the 

group has interesting implications for the school adminis-

trator in his dealing with power structure. 

Carter (8), under a grant from the United States Office 

of Education to the Institute for Communication Research at 

Stanford University, has made a thorough analysis of voters 

and their involvement with their schools. The three-year 

investigation, which began in 1957, followed two pathsj a 

mail survey in 1,054 school districts of the nation, and 

interviews with voters in eighty-two school districts in 

forty-eight states. Before and after bond elections, 900 

voters were interviewed. In three typical urban areas 2,524 

registered voters were interviewed. The task was to dis-

cover factors influencing school-community relations, and, 

by implications, the support of public education. The study 

sought to ascertain the factors affecting the voters1 in-

volvement in school affairs, attitudes, and communication 
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behavior. The conclusions, however, were discouraging. 

Participation was slow. The school had little immediate 

support other than that given by the parents. 

Recent studies indicate that citizens tend to partici-

pate in school affair# on the ad hoc basis and that their 

committee efforts are solicited by boards of education. In 

a Wisconsin study, McGraw (23) found that many such tempor-

ary committees had been formed, that the superintendent had 

to serve as liaison between the board of education and the 

committee, and that the committee performed a communication 

function. 

In selected Michigan communities, McLaughlin (24) dis-

covered that people in districts that had carried on school-

community studies were less inclined to be satisfied with 

conditions of their schools than were the districts that 

had not participated in a study. William (30) in a Colorado 

survey found that 87.7 per cent of the committees achieved 

their purpose when the objectives were clearly understood 

at the outset of the program. 

Cohn (9) studied the relationship of the local news-

paper to the educational problems of the community. He 

found that people are influenced by what they read about 
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the schools, but the relationship of reading habits and 

interpretations of favorable or unfavorable acts on school 

problems is "conjectural." 

Much of the research in the evaluation of school and 

community relations has not been highly significant. It 

ha® consisted mainly of hindsight after bond elections have 

failed, limited opinion research on the effectiveness of 

items in public relations programs, and speculative studies. 

Dunworth (14) made a study in which he attempted to measure 

possible change in attitudes as a result of a carefully 

planned program for teacher and parent groups. His research 

indicated that although their level of school information 

had improved, the members of the group had approximately 

the same attitudes at the end of the program aft they had 

prior to it. 

Hunter (16), in his study of Regional City, reported a 

power hierarchy at the top of the group of policy makers. 

The personnel of the group came from businessmen, who formed 

a clique, or "crowd." This crowd formulated policies. In 

generalizing, the author stated that the three basic behavior 

elements with which the community organizer has to cope are 

fear, pessimism, and silence. In Regional City, Hunter 
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found fear among the leaders, pessimism among the profes-

sional people, and silence among the masses. 

Miller (25) proposed an inclusive concept of power. 

He based it on four possible components—key influential®, 

top influentials, community-power complex, and institution-

alized power-structure of society. To him, these are inter-

penetrating categories which successfully condition one 

another. The "key influentials" are those persons acknowl-

edged to be the most powerful among the "top influentials," 

the numbers of influential leaders actively involved in 

community projects and issues. Miller refers to the 

"community-power complex" as the major source of the flu-

idity usually associated with power structure. It is the 

pattern of power among organized-interest groups, formal 

associations, and temporary informal groups that have 

emerged for special projects, problems, or issues. The 

"institutionalised power-strucr^ure of society" refers to 
/ 

the relative distribution of influence among societal insti-

tutions. Miller states that it is not a component of power 

structure of the local community; it is so listed because 

all local institutions are tied to a broader society. 

Research led Miller to conclude that businessmen were 

overly represented in the institutional distribution and 
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that local government was relatively weak. H® concluded 

that the influence of certain persons, organizations, and 

institutions was effectively neutralised in the decision-

making process. 

Study of the results of recently completed extensive 

research, conducted in certain cities in the Southwest of 

the United States and in Mexico, revealed significant facts 

germane to this study. These findings made substantial 

confirmation of the domination of the business people in 

community decision-making. According to the report of 

Loomis (20), the occupations of key influentials have been 

identified in a number of Southwestern urban areas. 

Comparison with Pacific City shows the following re-

sults : 

1. Of the top influentials, 63 per cent were from 

business. 

2. Ten out of eleven cities reported at least one 

financier among the key influentials—a total of thirty 

having been named. 

3. Only English City and one other failed to produce 

a financier in the top group. 

4. Both of the relatively specialized categories of 

manufacturing and merchandising were represented in at 

least eight cities. 
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3. Labor noticeably lacked representation in the 

influential structure of all communities• 

6. In like manner, agriculture was represented in 

only two of the smaller cities, 

7. Religion, education, society, wealth, and welfare 

were scattered in representation. 

Dahl (11) in his New Haven studies found that on a 

single issue there are only a few influentials. In most 

cases it is found that only a small number of persons ever 

initiate alternatives or veto proposals of others for any 

particular sector of policy, Cohn (9), in a review of re-

search in community forces and administrative behavior, 

concluded that community control was exercised by a handful 

of influential people, who, for the most part, seemed to 

have been willingly accorded their position by the people 

of the district. Within this welter of forces and their 

attendant restrictions, the school administrator, often as 

a social stranger, must find his way. 

In his treatment of the social force® affecting the 

process of education, Stanley (28) recognizes the power of 

the local communities, which he calls "agrarian nineteenth 

century America," as being replaced by organized interest 

groups. He sees these groups as being the only vehicle 
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through which the individual may effectively express his 

opinions on public policies. 

Hunter (16) asked several reliable sources, such as 

the Chamber of Commerce and the League of Women Voters, for 

a list of judges to rank the ten most powerful persons on 

each of four lists of leaders. The top ten names on each 

list comprised the forty persons whom Hunter regarded as 

chief leaders in Regional City. He interviewed most of 

them, and from the interviews and other valid sources pre-

sented a description of "community power structure." 

Jones (17) attempted to determine what factors emerge 

as significant to the wise planning of school bond issue 

campaigns and what community groups have most to contribute 

to the solution of the problem. On the basis of this study 

the findings indicated that a school bond issue campaign 

should be conducted as a part of continuous public relations 

program. Jones pointed out that some people, because of 

their interest in private schools, may be expected to oppose 

public school issues. 

Carter and Setthoff (8) attempted to ascertain the 

factors that have effect upon school-community relations. 

The factors found to be the most helpful were the activi-

ties of the students. Factors visualized as detrimental 
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t© the school and community reflations were grouped around 

the stable opposition compos©*! of the following? (1) un-

organised chronic critic®? (2) organized chronic critics; 

(3) attitude of voters toward taxes; (4) attitude of voters 

in small districts toward business outlook; (5) conservative 

nature of the voter®; and (6) school election turnout. On 

making an analysis of the relationship between voter turn-

out and the outcome of the school bond elections, Carter 

and Setthoff discovered that the turnout at elections that 

failed was significantly higher than at elections that 

passed* A high turnout, therefore, was related to failure 

of a bond issue. 

Maughan's (22) longitudinal study of the public vote 

on bond issue® in Cincinnati, Ohio, resulted in significant 

findings in term® of the attitudes expressed with the ballot 

by various population subgroups. Maughan found that a low 

favorable vote of the wealthy citizens may be attributed 

to economic reasons. The relatively wealthy populations 

were paying a large proportion of the costs of financing 

the schools; consequently, they indicated a reluctance to 

cast an affirmative vote and, thereby, approve an increase 

in taxes. The populations of Cincinnati that displayed 
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tendencies to vote favorably for bond issues were those 

that were not so wealthy and those that depended primarily 

upon the public school® for the education of their children. 

Wilson (31), in his study of Midway County, applied 

three different methods proposed by educators for study of 

community powers 

1* The positional methods consistent with earlier 

studies of influence underlie his Criterion jL 

Criterion JL. —To what extent did the position held by 

the individual with reference to the organized groups of 

people indicate possession and exercise of power? 

2. The decisional approach, which emphasizes scrutiny 

of community issues, is evident in his Criterion 2. 

Criterion 2.--To what extend did the action taken by 

the individual with reference to collected major civic 

issues indicate possession and exercise of power? 

3. The reputational technique is suggested in Wilson's 

Criterion 3. 

Criterion j3*--To what extent did selected informed 

residents of the county ascribe power to the individual? 

Information relative to Criterion 1 was readily acces-

sible. Criterion 2 and Criterion 3, however, involved 
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extensive interviews with th® followingi (X) persons hold-

ing official positions, including school board members, 

members of the county court, and top administrative offi-

cials of the county government; (2) forty-eight informed 

residents geographically representative of th© county but 

not appearing on the preliminary list of leaders; Mid 

(3) persons identified as important members of power cliques. 

Wilson made the following analysis of selected civic 

issues? (1) the individuals and groups involved (in each 

issue); (2) the viewpoint held and actions taken by the 

various individuals and groups so identified; (3) the out-

came of the issue as an indication of the relative potency 

of the elements of the power structure? and (4) the total 

pattern of power related to the particular issue as it re-

vealed fundamental characteristics of power in operation. 

Wellman's (29) analysis of data in Kiver County listed 

several centers of influence connected by intersecting or 

overlapping leader-interaction patterns. Wellman found 

that the actions of the different groups on different issues 

ranged between competition and cooperation. He found that 

the business and professional groups were the most powerful 

individual group® in the county. They dominated the Chamber 
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of Commerce, the Kiwanis Club, and the Sunshine Country 

Club, The Chamber of Commerce and the Kiwanis Club were 

regarded in the community as its most influential organi-

zations . Wellman concluded that these organizations in 

effect constituted a subdivision or front for the business 

and professional groups. 

When identifying community leaders, most studies have 

used one of the three techniques or a combination or modifi-

cation of the three: (1) the positional approach, (2) the 

reputational approach, or (3) the decisional approach. 

1 * The positional approach.—This approach employs 

the use of extensive lists of formal positions or offices 

to help define leadership. Individuals holding the greatest 

number of the important positions in the community are con-

sidered its key decision-makers. 

One variation of the positional approach is in the 

form of a general institutional description of a local gov-

ernment, such as that used in the study of New York by Sayre 

and Kaufman (19). They described the major positional actors: 

their characteristics, their goals, and their strategies. 

A similar study was used by Stammerer and others (18) in a 

comparative study of Florida cities of varying sisse. 
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Using tooth the positional and the reputational tech-

niques, Laskin and Phillott (21) studied leadership in four 

comparatively small Canadian communities • They found that 

only 38 per cent of th® 77 per cent of reputational leader# 

were also formal, or positional leaders. Bonjean (6) studied 

four communities and found only a snail number of reputa-

tional leaders in public office. 

^ h e reputational approach.--This approach was first 

used by Hunter (16) in his 1953 Regional City study, a turn-

ing point in the study of the decision-making process. 

Although the reputational technique has many variations, 

it essentially consists of asking informants to name leaders 

and to rank them in their community. The informants may be 

a predesignated panel of experts or a random sample of com-

munity members. The final list of leaders usually consist® 

of either those individuals who received the greatest number 

of nominations by the informants or all leaders whose aver-

age ranking is above a certain arbitrarily set limit. 

The observation of Hunter's research group indicates 

that in Regional City the predominant power to decide ques-

tions of basic public policy was held, not by the status 

policy makers, but by men who did not usually hold official 

positions. There was a great concentration of power among 
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a few leaders of the industrial, commercial, and financial 

interests of Regional City. 

Other reputational studies have utilized a panel of 

nominators selected for their knowledge of the different 

sectors of community life* Miller (25) began with a diver* 

sified panel and found a predominantly business-based elite. 

Adrian and Booth (2), using the same method, found a diver-

sified reputational elite, which included not only business 

men but also union leaders and government officials who were 

professed defenders of the working class. 

In his New Haven study, Dahl (11) used the reputational 

approach. He proposes a segmented-decision analysis wherein 

a number of selected decisions within selected-decisional 

areas of the political unit are analyzed. He found that the 

business interests and the two political parties of New 

Haven had what he termed "a high potential for control," 

which he feels should not be assumed to be an actual con-

trol. He suggested that the reputational technique may have 

a built-in bias that would interpret the high potential for 

control of some groups as actual control for the entire area. 

In recent years findings have been reported which sup-

port the reputational method. D'Antonio and Srickson (13) 

have reported an analysis which confirmed the validity of 

the method for identifying power-wielders. 
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In their study of a midwestern industrial city, Schulase 

and Bloomberg (27) demonstrated that the same leaders were 

nominated regardless of which groups of leaders were doing 

the nominating. Their research also demonstrated that the 

position method, whether it selected economic dominants or 

those who held key official positions, was far less reli-

able as a measure of who actually held power, Courley (10) 

demonstrated that substantially the same group of leaders 

was nominated by different official decision-making groups 

in the community* Furthermore, Courley's analysis of the 

actions taken on issues and projects showed that the group 

so identified played a deciding role. Although the reputa-

tional approach ha® been criticised, it has been for the 

past decade the most widely used technique. 

3. The decisional approach.—This approach involve® 

tracing the actions of leaders in regard to decision-making 

and policy formation within the context of specific issues. 

The tracing may be done by gathering data from extensive 

interviews! from attendance at committee and organizational 

meetings! or from reports, speeches, and newspaper accounts. 

The decisional approach has the advantage of identifying 

overt power rather than power potential. It also provides 
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a more realistic viewpoint of power relations as processes 

rather than as fixed structure. 

Given certain issues regarding power, whore does the 

investigation start? Observing committee and organisational 

meetings seems to involve accepting the same relationship 

between authoritative positions and decision-making assumed 

by the use of the positional approach. Decisional studies 

usually involve interviews to ascertain prior informal 

acta, motives, and influences. In that an attempt is made 

to identify informal influences, these interviews usually 

come close to the reputational approach. 

In their study of suburban power structure and public 

education, Bloomberg and Sunshine (5) used four cities in 

New York State. Six criteria were used in their selection 

of schoolsi 

1. The area should be large enough to be interesting 

in terms of possibilities for structural complexities. 

2. Each suburb should have a rapidly expanding popu-

lation, with a consequent press on the resources of the 

school system. 

3. The school district should contain at least one 

central settlement~-village» incorporated or otherwise--of 

substantial size relative to the total population. 
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4. The area should have enough of an identity, organi-

zational life, and associations among its inhabitants to be 

clearly separable a© a settlement from the Central city. 

5. Two different important metropolitan areas should 

be represented—in effect, two suburbs in each of two metro-

politan areas. 

6. The four suburbs should vary significantly in terms 

of characteristics—indicated in theory and in literature as 

being important for school support. 

To find out what community decisions were considered 

important in the four suburbs, approximately twenty well-

informed people were interviewed in each suburb. They were 

selected from major institutional sectors of the community, 

such as labor, business, religion, education, civic affairs, 

welfare, party politics, and mass media. Bach informant was 

asked to describe community decisions in his and in other 

institutional sectors during a five-year segment. 

In each suburban area the informants suggested from 

forty to sixty different decisions. This sample of deci-

sions was.constructed to insure the representation of all 

institutional sectors and to show interest groups in the 

proportions that they appeared to generate distinctive deci-

sions for the five-year period. 
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A combination of the three methods seemed to be a 

satisfactory means of identifying decision-makers and in-

fluential. 

In his "Cc®oiaunity Decision Making," Rossi (26) summar-

ized the research technique in identifying community power 

structure as follows: 

Roughly, there are three basic re«earch design* 
which have been employed in the study of power and 
influence* First, we have the studies of potential 
for power and influence, inventories of persons and 
, organisations that are in positions to influence or 
apply power to decis ion -makers. Second, we have the 
studies of power or influence reputation, research 
on what community members consider the influence of 
power structure to be. Third, researches on actual 
influence or power whereby studies of particular 
issues in which influence or power have played a 
part in the determination of the final outcome (26, 
p. 442)« 

Schulze and Bloomberg (27), in a research on Mid-

western industries, made a comparative study using reputa-

tional and positional methods of identifying influential*• 

They sought to answer two questions! (1) the extant of 

methods based on reputation and position yielding similar 

and compatible answers in determining community influential, 

and (2) considering only the approach based on reputation, 

the effect of using different panels of presumably knowl-

edgeable people. 
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It was felt by Schulze and Bloomberg (27) that the 

grass roots voluntary association leaders should have a 

knowledge of influential^ whose reputation merited it. 

The head of each association was made a member of the panel 

of nomination influential®. They were asked the following 

questions s 

1. Suppose a major project came before the ccsaaunity, 

a project requiring decision by a group of leader® whoa 

nearly everyone would accept. What person® would you choose 

to make up this group, regardless of whether or not you know 

them personally? 

2. In most cities certain persons are said to be more 

or less influential "behind the scene" and to have much to 

say about the programs, projects, and other issues of inter-

est to the town. What persons in "Cibola" do you consider 

influential in this way? 

3. If a decision were to be made in the state capital 

that affected "Cibola," who, in your opinion, would be the 

best men (beside local members of the legislature) to get 

in touch with officials? 

4. Who (besides local members of Congress) would be 

the best people to get in touch with the federal officials 

in Metro City, Chicago, or Washington? 
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5. Are there any other people with whom these leaders 

work who have not been named but who should be Included in 

a list of community leaders? 

From this questionnaire, 271 persons were named at 

least once by the panel of voluntary association heads* 

Most of the votes were cast for the top eighteen nominees, 

who were designated as public leaders, 

It was felt that additional person® were needed on the 

basis of position. Two more possible power groups were 

located or named. A panel of economic dominants was made 

up of all heads of industries that employed seventy-five 

or more workers; heads of banks with assets of over a ail-

lion dollars} and all persons who were members of the board 

of directors of two or more of the industries and the bank. 

The members of the other group consisted of such per-

sons as the mayor, chairmen of the major political parties, 

and persons holding top political and civic positions in 

the community. 

In comparing the economic dominants with the public 

leaders, there was an overlapping of two of the eighteen 

nominees. In a similar comparison of the political leaders 

and the public leaders, the overlapping was four of the 
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eighteen. After making these comparisons, the researchers 

could answer the first question. They concluded that the 

composition of the power-elite as defined by reputation 

differs significantly from that defined on the basis of 

position either in the economic or in the political-civic 

institutions * 

In establishing the power-elite in the answer to the 

second question, three different panels were used* Panel 

One included the voluntary associations, composed of eighteen 

public leaders. Panel Two included the public leaders. Panel 

Three consisted of the economic dominants. 

Each of these groups submitted a list of people who 

they thought were the most influential in the cowiunity, 

There was a high degree of similarity in the composition 

of the power-elite. The public leaders preferred 72 per 

cent of the person# defined as public leaders according to 

the nominations of the association heads. The economic 

dominants included 72 per cent of the persons previously 

labeled public leaders. 

The top ten leaders ranked by the three panels con-

sisted of wi even higher percentage of agreement than that 

preferred in the preceding sampling. 
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The conclusion of Booomberg and Schulze was that using 

different panels of persons assumed to be reasonably knowl-

edgeable does not produce significantly different results. 

Of the methods to be used in the major approach to a study 

of power structure, a combination of all three seems prefer-

able. 
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CHAPTER III 

COLLECTING AND PROCESSING OF DATA 

Research Methods Employed 

A large part of the present chapter has been devoted 

to the identification of the community power structure in 

each of four school districts involved in the study. Three 

methods of research were employed in the study. The first 

method was the positional, or power potential approach which 

was used by Lynd and Lynd (8) in their social analysis and 

by Hoilingshead (4) in the identification of small groups 

in social positions effective on the decision making of the 

community. This Method proved useful in selecting certain 

influential® on the basis of their position in the community. 

The positional approach also designated the influential as 

a person of power, one who used his power in active community 

leadership, 

The second method was the reputational, which utilized 

nominations by a panel of experts, or knowledgeables, from 

the community. Hunter (5) first used this method in his 

Regional City study by asking judges on a selected panel to 

46 
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nominate persons whom they regarded as powerful in the com-

munity. With the list prepared by the panel of nominations, 

the influential® (persons nominated most frequently) were 

interviewed. The top influentials were chosen from these 

nominations. Schulze and Bloomberg (12) used this technique 

when determining influential®. Their study revealed that 

anyone with a reasonable amount of knowledge would be aware 

of the influentials in the community if the influentials' 

reputations warranted recognition. 

The third method was a study of the community power 

structure in order to find out the actual influences and 

decisions, and the part each of these played on certain 

community issues. Rossi (10) used this method in his study 

of decision making in small groups. He carried out the 

study under laboratory conditions. In his Chicago study, 

he used six case histories. 

All three of the methods were employed in this study. 

The reputational nominations served as the panel of know!-

edgeables, who nominated the persons considered as influen-

tial, both for or against the bond issues. The panel 

nominees appearing most frequently in the nominations were 

designated as influentials, who, in turn, submitted the 
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nominations for the key influential^ positional in the com-

munity power structure. 

In this study it was found necessary to use the posi-

tional method in order to select the panel of knowled$eables< 

An attempt was made to select members having appreciable 

knowledge of school and community problems. the panel mem-

bers were selected from the following areas! superintendent 

of schoolsj members of Board of School Trustees; heads of 

voluntary associations; representatives of education, serv-

ice, agriculture, and business? union leadersf presidents 

of industries; presidents of banks; proprietors of the larg-

est stores; and leaders in political and civic affairs. 

Members of the panel of knowledgeable® were asked to 

nominate people who they thought were influential in the 

community. Each nomination was then tabulated. The nomi-

nees receiving the most nominations were designated as 

"influential." They were then interviewed and asked to 

prepare a list of persons they considered influential®. 

The nominations of the influential® were later tabulated. 

The ones receiving the highest frequency were designated 

as "key influentials." 
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In each school district eight persons were selected 

informally for a Hgroup-at-large," They were requested to 

nominate community people who they though had been leaders 

in the last bond issue campaign. Their nominations served 

as a check on the nominations made by the panel of knowl-

edgeable*. A comparison was then made of the nominations 

made by the panel of knowledgeables and those made by the 

influential® themselves. These two rankings were then 

compared with the rankings of the influentials nominated 

by the group-at-large. 

Sources for Data 

Data for this study were obtained from two sourcess 

from school and community records and from personal inter-

views and questionnaires. Forms A, 1, C, D, and E (see 

Appendix) were employed for the interview techniques. A 

face-to-face interview requiring intensive questioning of 

the respondent was necessary in order to ascertain his 

reaction to each question. 

Information received from the interviews was demo-

graphic, as is shown in Form D in the Appendix. The inter-

views served as a check on the knowledgeables* understanding 

of school and community and of the issues in this study. 
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nominations of influentials (pro and con) in the school 

bond issues were secured in order to find out their actual 

participation in the bond issue campaigns. The superintend* 

ent's attitude regarding the school district and the bond 

issue was also secured. 

The nominations of the influential were ranked ac-

cording to total nominations received. They were also 

ranked by computing the percentage of the possible nomina-

tions received by each nominee. 

The leaders were subdivided according to youth, school, 

community, general, and special* An analysis as to ranking 

was also made for each question requiring nominations for 

inf luentials. A comparison was then made of the panel of 

knowledgeable®, influentials, and group«at~large. 

The statistics used in this study were nonparametric 

and parametric* Nonparametric statistics were used because 

the sample was small and some of the data were of ordinal 

nature. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient x& and 

the Kendall coefficient of concordance (11) were adequate 

for rank treatment. 

Nonparametric test® were suitable for treating the 

samples compiled from observations of different populations. 
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Some of the information was only classificatory. The para-

metric statistical methods used were the mean, median test, 

chi-square, chi-square with Yates' Correction, and Fisher's 

Exact Probabllllty Test (14). In the chi-square treatment, 

a two-by-two contingency table was used to record data to 

be analyzed. 

In the selection of participation schools the first 

requisite was that they had to fall within the AAA classi-

fication of the Texas Interscholastic League (13). 

The initial procedure in choosing the districts was to 

visit the schools to determine whether the systems had been 

involved in school bond elections and to investigate the 

factors influencing the passage or defeat of the issue. 

Eight school systems were examined. The assigned names 

for the four qualifying districts were Jonesboro, Smith-

ville, Mt. Chambers, and Centerville. They represented an 

optimum compromise among six criteria, listed in Chapter I. 

for a better understanding of the people interviewed 

and school districts chosen, it was considered relevant to 

give additional information about the communities. This 

information is given in the following section. 
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Information About the Selected Districts 

Jonesboro School District 

Jonesboro qualified for this study in May, 1964, when 

it# citizens approved a bond issue of $1,000,000 by a vote 

of 1,250 to 285. The town of Jonesboro was incorporated 

in 1840, It was re-incorporated in 1848, and its boundaries 

were officially established. It is now one of several pro-

gressive small cities of North Texas. It is serviced by 

three major highways and two railroads, built twenty-four 

year# after the town was incorporated. 

Originally, Jonesboro was an agricultural community; 

since it was located near a metropolitan center, it was 

destined to be included in its growth. This proximity has 

transformed Jonesboro from a rural town into a small city, 

with a number of small or raedium-siate enterprises. Through 

the years the population of Jonesboro has gradually increased 

from 192 inhabitants in 1850 to 16,000 in 1965. 

According to the only available record®, the first 

school in Jonesborow was opened in 1854. The first school 

building was constructed in 1856. There were no windows 

in the structure, and the benches were of split logs with 

legs made of wooden pegs. Since there were no church 
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buildings in Jonesboro at this time, the school was used 

for Sunday services. 

In 1858, in response to a request from a judge in 

Jonesboro, Bethany College in West Virginia sent a school 

teacher, who in exchange for "board and lodging" and the 

use of the building, was to teach the judge*s children. 

Soon, Mount Pleasant Male and Female High School was opened. 

The subjects taught were the primary branches, natural sci-

ences, Latin, Greek, and music. This school earned such a 

reputation for excellence that many pupils came from the 

surrounding counties. 

The original Jonesboro School District was composed 

of the town site of only a few acres. In 1905, after con-

solidation with three other small school districts, the 

Jonesboro School District covered an area of fifty-five 

square miles. The consolidations were necessary in order 

to vote a bond issue for $25,000 for constructing the first 

permanent high school building. The issue was approved by 

a vote of 250 to 85. Additional consolidations have in-

creased the area of the district to 125 square miles. 

The local school system has five elementary schools, 

three of which were built in the 1930*s and two in the 
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1950's. The junior high school building was constructed 

in 1923. The modern high school building, which was begun 

in 1958, is still being expanded. 

The growth of the school population may be attributed 

to newcomers who, for the most part, work in the metropoli-

tan center but prefer to rear their children in a small 

town environment. The Jonesboro School District has an 

enrollment of 3,800 pupils in grades one through twelve. 

The high schools have an enrollment of 1,060. The junior 

high school has an enrollment of 1,500 pupils, and the en-

rollment of the five elementary schools is 2,300. 

The total school system employs a professional staff 

of 159 teachers. The assessed valuation of the district 

is over $30,000,000, or approximately $7,000 per pupil. 

In 1964, the tax rate was $1.52 on 40 per cent of values. 

A bond proposal of $1,850,000 was presented to meet the 

cost of a new junior high school building. The election 

carried by an encouraging majority. 

During the past twenty years, some light industry has 

been established in Jonesboro. At present there are twenty 

firms, with a total of 2,000 employees. However, the post-

war growth has been modest. The two most convincing evi-

dences of this growth are the number of modern houses in 
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the outskirts of the town and the new elementary school in 

one of the new neighborhoods. The school wa# built in 1952 

in order to take care of the additional pupils brought in 

by the population increase of the community. 

For many years Jonesboro was a conservative town con-

trolled by a group of businessmen who had made their money 

when the town was young. They believed in education—but 

education without "frills," However, the people of Jones-

boro have always supported bond issues, as was indicated 

from the interview® with the knowledgeables of the Jones-

boro School District shown in Table I. 

This situation existed until 1934, when three new board 

members were elected to the Board of Trustees. Their elec-

tion may be regarded as a turning point in the move to 

improve the school system. Prior to this time, the high 

school building had been condemned by the Texas Education 

Agency and the Southern Association of Secondary Schools. 

Moreover, the school district had been put cm the warned 

list of these agencies. 

Soon after the election of the three new members to 

the Board of School Trustees, however, a dissension devel-

oped which eventually cost the superintendent his position. 
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A new superintendent was elected by a four-to-three 

vote of the board. He came to Jonesboro under precarious 

circumstances. The board instructed him to put the school 

district on a sound financial basis. The immediate concern 

was to raise the tax values to support a bond issue of 

$2,000,000 for the construction of a new high school build-

ing. 

The board employed an evaluating agency to study the 

tax structure and rework it. However, because of threats 

of lawsuits by some of the local citizens, the agency was 

dismissed. The board members, with the aid of an appointed 

equalization board, endeavored to increase the tax values 

and to put the new program into operation. The bond issue 

was voted on in 1957 and was approved by a vote of 1,200 

to 600. The construction of the new high school building 

was begun in 1958 and completed in the fall of 1959. 

Having been unable to meet the needs of the community 

or to pull power groups together, the superintendent re-

signed in 1960. The Board of School Trustees felt that a 

strong public relations program was urgent. Another super-

intendent was employed to create a new image for the school 

and to continue the building program outlined in 1957. 
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With educators from the Extension Department of the 

University of Texas, a system*»wide evaluation study was 

laade by the teachers and administrators. The study resulted 

in uniting the teachers in enthusiastically supporting the 

program recommended by the superintendent and the Board of 

School Trustees. 

The study was followed by a school-wide evaluation 

made by a group composed of lay citizens and qualified 

people from North Texas State University. The favorable 

evaluation proposed not only a new junior high school build-

ing but also other needed additions to the school system. 

Smithville School District 

Snithville, a county seat, qualified for this study 

in July, 1962. At this time a school bond issue had failed 

to pass for the second time; the first failure had occurred 

in February of the same year. 

The town of Smithville was incorporated in 1855. From 

a small village with only 250 inhabitants, it has grown 

into a town with a population estimated in the 1960 census 

at 13,580. It is served by three major highways and one 

railroad. 
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Predominantly an agricultural center, Smithville has 

one of the largest market squares in the state. Smithville 

is often referred to as the "fruit growing capital of cen-

tral Texas." 

Industries in Smithville are relatively small* most 

of them having only from thirty to forty employees. Con-

sequently, the town is still dependent upon agriculture as 

its main source of income. 

The exact date of the opening of a public school in 

the town is not known. The first record of a school in 

Smithville was found in the diary of one of it# pioneer 

citizens. In one of his entries he referred to the open-

ing of a school on October 23, 1860. According to local 

legend, the first school building in Smithville was con-

structed in 1361. It was a two-room log structure. One 

room was used for school purposes, and the other room was 

used for the teacher's living quarters. 

In 1869, the Masonic Lodge erected a two-story brick 

building to serve as a lodge hall and as a school building. 

The Masons operated the school until 1875 when the newly 

established Smithville School District purchased the build-

ing, agreeing to the stipulation that the school would 

never be sectarian. 
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For many years Smithville has been a college town* In 

1865, the Masonic Lodge established a college. The Masons 

operated it until 1905*when it was taken over by the Method-

ist Church. In 1954, the management of the college was 

transferred to the County Commissioners Court. 

By I960, the Smithville School District had a school 

plant of eight buildings: five elementary schools, built 

in the late 1920's and the early 1930'sj a junior high 

school built in 1885j and a senior high school constructed 

in 1959. At the present time the Saithville School Dis-

trict has an enrollment of 3,290 pupils in grades one through 

twelve. The five elementary schools have 2,050 pupils? the 

junior high school, 390 j and the senior high school, 850. 

The district employs a professional staff of 141. 

According to county records, the assessed valuation of 

the district is $28,000,000. The tax rate is $1.60 on a 30 

per cent of value. 

The reason for Smi thville1s recent growth is obvious. 

Many farmers have moved into town, leaving the operation of 

their farms to tenants. The farmers control most of the 

wealth of the town. 

People of Smithville seem to believe that the schools 

should confine instruction to the traditional "three R's. If 
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Records indicate that the district was one of the last in 

the state to build a gymnasium. When the first high school 

building was constructed, a gymnasium was omitted from the 

plans. In 1933, however, a gymnasium was built by the Works 

Progress Administration. 

In 1961 and in 1962, Saithville had failing bond elec-

tions. The bond issue carried in 1964, however. Data pro-

cured from interviews with knowledgeables of the Staithville 

School District (shown in Table II below) indicated that 

the citizens of Snithville are reluctant to vote bonds for 

the improvement of their schools. 

Most of the progress of the Sraithville schools had 

been made during the administration of a superintendent who 

served for twenty-eight years. After his death in 193®, the 

Snithville School District did not have a bond proposal for 

nearly twenty years. 

The new superintendent was dominated by a conservative 

board. Many of the needed repairs made during his adminis-

tration were financed locally, as the school district sewed 

to be unable to have a bond issue. 

In 1951, Smithville was voted an independent school 

district. Prior to this time the members of the Board of 

School Trustees were appointed by the City Council. This 
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procedure made it convenient for political power structure 

to influence some of th@ board members. 

In cooperation with the city and county, the school 

district undertook setting up a re-valuation program. Reper-

cussions followed immediately. Many citizens voiced their 

disapproval of the proposed raise in taxes. 

Convinced that the re-valuation program was unreason-

able, a group known as the "Citizens Tax Committee" filed 

suit against the three public services. After being in 

litigation for almost two years, the suit came to trial. 

The decision was favorable to the services. 

In 1955, the district voted on a proposal for $1,200,000 

to build a new high school. The task of selling the people 

on the need for passing the issue was left to the members 

of the board without any help from the superintendent. The 

election failed by a vote of 850 to 564. The result caused 

a dissension between the board and the superintendent. His 

contract was not renewed. 

In July, 1963, the bond issue for $1,200,000 was re-

submitted to the voters. The election carried by a vote of 

930 to 685. It is hoped that steady progress will be made, 

with the employing of a new superintendent and the board's 

giving him authority to run the schools. 
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Mt. Chambers School District 

Mt. Chambers School District qualified for inclusion 

in this study in 1963, when its citizens voted a bond issue 

for $2,000,000 to build a new high school and to repair 

other school buildings. The election carried by a vote of 

approximately four-to-one. 

Unlike Jonesboro, Mt. Chambers is not in the metropoli-

tan area of a large city. It was incorporated in 1853. At 

that time Mt. Chambers had a population of 231% today, it 

has 13,000 inhabitants. ,It is serviced by two major high-

ways and one railroad, 

Mt. Chambers is an agricultural center. The industry 

is rather limited. Only two of the industries in the town 

employ over fifty people. 

In 1861, the first school in Mt. Chambers was estab-

lished as a private institution. In 1902, the city pur-

chased the building and set up the first public free school 

in Mt. Chamber®. 

Since its beginning, the Mt. Chambers school district 

has made steady progress. It has grown'from a district that 

covered only four square miles into one that now covers over 

ISO square miles. The increase has been largely due to the 

consolidation of five small rural schools. 
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The Mt. Chambers schools have an enrollment of 2,685 

pupils. According to county records, the tax rate is $1,64 

on 40 per cent of value, with sixty-four cents being used 

for the retirement of the bonded indebtedness. 

In 1918, Mt, Chambers voted its first school bond 

issue. The issue was in the amount of $75,000 to build a 

new high school. The election carried by a vote of 485 to 

260. 

In 1921, a second school bond issue was submitted to 

the citizens of Mt, Chambers, The voters were asked to 

approve an issue of $80,000 to construct two new elementary 

schools. The election carried by a vote of 501 to 189. 

In 1936, another bond issue was submitted. This time 

the desired amount was $150,000 to build another elementary 

school and a new junior high school. This amount was to be 

Hatched by the Federal government. The bond election car-

ried by a substantial majority. 

There is a strong German influence in the community 

of Mt. Chambers. The people feel that they owe their chil-

dren a good education, but they also feel that the educa-

tion must be a conservative one. This information was 

garnered from interviews with the knowledgeables interviewed 

in the Mt. Chambers School District, shown in Table III, 
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The Mt. Chambers School District has always been stable 

in its administration. Over a thirty-year period there have 

been only three superintendents. Under each superintendent 

the school has grown scholastically as well as academically. 

The present superintendent, who had previously served as 

coach and as high school principal, has been there eight 

years, 

The growth of the city has been largely due to the 

stabilisation of the agricultural program after World War II. 

The growth is also due to the large Array baae just west of 

the town. The growth is evidenced by the new additions 

east of the new high school. The people who live in this 

new area are in the middle-income bracket. Most of the 

people are those who work at the Army base or who commute 

to a metropolitan center fifty miles away. 

Centerville School District 

The Centerville School District qualified for this 

study in September, 1962, when a bond issue of $2,000,000 

to build a new high school was defeated by a two-to-one 

vote. The high school building used at this time was one 

donated to the town when the Presbyterians closed their 

college in 1928, 
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Centerville, also a county seat, is in the west central 

part of the state. It was organized as a city in 18 S6. 

Sine® that time it has grown into a fairly large town serv-

iced by four major highways and two railroads. 

Centerville is reminiscent of the "Old West," as the 

main source of revenue is from the raising of livestock, 

chiefly cattle and sheep. The industries located in this 

town are negligible. 

The town had a slow growth from 1856 until 1943. Dur-

ing World War II an Army base was located in Centerville. 

By 1943, the population had increased to 22,000. After the 

base was closed, the town experienced an economic slump that 

took ten years to overcome. 

Centerville has two good claims for being a recreation 

area. In 1945, with the aid of Federal funds, a large lake 

was built near the town. One of the state parks is only a 

short distance away* 

The first school in Centerville was organized by a 

Mr. Brown, who came to the town soon after the Civil War. 

His school lasted for only four years. The town was without 

a school until 1868, when the Masonic Lodge built a private 

school. In time this school became the present four-year 

college which is operated by the Baptist Church. 
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The first free school in Centerville was opened in the 

year 1889. The building served as the community hall as 

well as the school. In 1911, the city voted on a bond issue 

for $125,000 to replace this building with one that could 

serve all grades. The exact number of people who voted in 

this election is not available. According to an entry in a 

personal diary, the election was contested and did not pass 

by a large vote. The individuals opposing the i«®ue were 

ranchers who were of the opinion that after finishing ele-

mentary school, the boys should work on the ranches. 

In 1923, after the district had consolidated with two 

other small districts, the school held its second bond ©lec-

tion. At this time the amount requested was $83,000 to 

build two elementary schools. Before the issue was voted 

upon, however, the amount was reduced to $75,000, The issue, 

strongly supported by the Masonic Lodge and the city mothers, 

passed by eighty-five votes. 

In 1934, a third bond election was held. The voters 

approved the $50,000 to build two more elementary schools 

and to add a gymnasium to the high school. The amount was 

matched by the Federal government. 

The Centerville School District, with an area of 176 

square miles, has an enrollment of 3,991 pupils. The total 
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value of the district is $34,000,000 based on 34 per cent 

of value. The tax rate is $1.50 per $100 valuation. 

In the early 1800*s the schools had a difficult time 

because of the private schools being operated by the Pres-

byterians and the Baptists. Some of the people in Center-

ville could see very little need for free public schools. 

Although the private denominational schools have now been 

discontinued, there exists among some of the citizens a 

belief that perhaps some other organization will educate 

their children without much cost to themselves. This in-

formation was gathered from interviews with the knowledge-

able® interviewed in the Centerville School District as 

shown in Table IV on the following page. 

Key Influential® 

Identification of Community Influentials 

The procedure for identifying community influentials 

was similar in each of the four school districts discussed 

in this study. In each district certain citizens who, be-

cause of position or occupation, were considered to have 

knowledge about the power structures at work on all impor-

tant community issues were the first persons contacted in 
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each area. The procedure used to ascertain knowledgeable® 

(see preceding Tables I through IV) was the same as that 

used by Blame (1) in his study in identifying knowledge-

ables, The first eight questions on Form A (see Appendix) 

were used to determine whether or not the knowledgeables 

really had understanding concerning school and community 

issues. A value of twelve points was assigned for each 

question. The points assigned were subjectively adjusted 

for each individual according to reasoning as well as ac-

curacy in the answer. 

In order to insure that the data would be as reliable 

as possible, the procedure for collection was planned in 

such a way as to promote frankness and sincerity of par-

ticipation on the part of the respondents. Bach knowledge-

able was personally interviewed in order that questions 

could be answered and that any lack of understanding of 

the role of the participant in the study could be clarified. 

Knowledgeables were assured of anonymity in the study. No 

name, either of the knowledgeable or the community, appeared 

on any of the instruments used. A code was used in order 

to match instruments filled out by the knowledgeables with 

those completed by the influential*» 
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Knowledgeables were given further assurance that no 

individual or city official would be given information of 

the- findings. Each of the twenty-four knowledgeable® in 

each school district agreed to cooperate. The majority of 

them, in fact, were only too willing to engage in a study 

that might recognize their work as an important contribu-

tion to the education of today's youth. 

No school district was identified in the study# For 

the four selected school districts, the assigned names 

"Jonesboro," "anithville," "Mt. Chambers," and "Centerville" 

were used* Names of persons contributing information were 

also assigned. 

Various methods were used in the actual administering 

of the tests (see Appendix). The majority of knowledge-

ables completed the tests on the first visit. Some, how-

ever, were allowed to complete the questions away from their 

daily work. In each case the answered question® were col-

lected personally. Most of the tests were collected at the 

time they were given. 

Influentials 

Jonesboro School District.--The members of the panel 

of knowledgeables interviewed in the Jonesboro School District 
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were selected according to the criteria designed in this 

study. On Table V are listed the names of the persons qual-

ifying on the first eight questions of Form A, Positions 

held by panel members included the following? school super-

intendent, members of the Board of School Trustees, Mayor 

of the city, three City Council members, president of the 

teachers association, president of the Parent-Teachers As-

sociation, president of the Chamber of Commerce, president 

of the Business and Professional Women's club, president of 

the Junior Chamber of Commerce, two presidents of banks, 

president of a building and loan association, two owners 

of large business, pastor of the largest church, and a 

newspaper editor. This group had a mean average of 69 on 

the questionnaire, as indicated on Table V, page 73. 

The tabulation of the 126 nominations given by the 

panel of knowledgeable® have bean listed in Table VI. This 

tabulation was divided into two areast nominations received 

by different panel members and the total nominations from 

all panel members. 

These 126 nominations received a total of 751. Eighty-

four persons (66 per cent) were nominated by fewer than four 

different panel members. Fifty-two persons (41 per cent) 
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TABLE V 

POINT SCORES MADE BY J0NE5B0R0 KNOWLBDGBABLES 
ON THB FIRST EIGHT QUESTIONS OF FORM A 

Name Position Score 

Albert Logan Superintendent 82 
Henry Grimes President, School Board 71 
Albert Wilson Board member 68 
James Swartz Board member 64 
Mike James Board member 66 
Jack Harris Board member 65 
Ben Faubion Board member 71 
Frank Holt Board member 68 
Glen Abbott Mayor 64 
Bob demons City manager 65 
Eugene Wilson Council member 63 
Earl McGee Council member 66 
Frank Fuller Council member 70 
Joe Cotton President, Teacher Assn. 74 
Mary Shaw President, P-TA 62 
Bob Sutton President, Chamber of Commerce 65 
Ruth Head P res iden t, BfcPW 67 
Sari Fant President, bank 72 
Glenn Doss President, bank 63 
Hugh Franks President, building & loan 68 
Joe Sehober Owner, large business 74 
Glen Nash Owner, large business 76 
Frank Welch Pastor, largest church 64 
Jim Waldrip Newspaper publisher 79 

Mean Average All positions 69 

received only a single nomination each. The ten influen-

tial who received the highest percentage of nominations 

were considered by the researcher as community influentials, 

Sixteen persons were nominated by thirteen or more 

different panel members. Twelve of the persons listed had 
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TABLE VI 

NOMINATIONS OF JONSSBORO INFLUBNTIALS BY 
THE PANEL OF KNOWLEDGBABLES 

Nominations by Total Nominations 
Assigned Name Different by all Panel 

Panel Members Members 

Albert Logan 22 63 
Baxl Jackson* 19 54 
Albert Wilson 17 50 
Ben Faubion 23 49 
Henry Qrback* 18 48 
Glen Nash 14 41 
Earl Fant 16 36 
Shirley Morris* 21 34 
Bob Sutton IS 32 
Robert Duncan* 20 20 
Joe Cotten 10 19 
Jim Dunlap 13 IS 
Mary Shaw 11 13 
Hugh Franks 9 12 
Gibson Money 8 10 
Bob demons 9 9 

Nominees 

No. No, No. No. 

4 8 6 8 
5 7 9 7 
7 6 5 6 
2 5 % •m* i 5 
S 4 a 4 
6 3 9 3 
26 2 28 2 
52 1 42 1 

Total 126 • <* * 

#N@w individuals who wera not interviewed in panel of 
knowledgeables. 
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been previously interviewed on the panel of knowledgeable#. 

As noted in Table VI, four new influentlaIs that did not 

appear cm the original panel of knowledgeable® were also 

listed. These four individuals were contacted and inter-

viewed for the first time. They answered all question# 

previously asked the panel of knowledgeable®. Influential 

formerly interviewed include Logan (superintendent), Faubion 

(board member), Crimes (president of school board), Wilson 

(board member)» Nash (city manager), Fant (president of 

bank), Sutton (president of Chamber of Commerce), Gotten 

(owner of large business), Dunlap (newspaper editor), Mary 

Shaw (president of P-TA), and Franks (president of building 

and loan). The four new names appearing for the first time 

were Jackson (retired businessman), Orback (county super-

intendent), Duncan (United States Congressman), and Morris 

(housewife). 

The top ten people chosen as community influential^ 

received 617 total nominations, or 61 per cent of all 

nominations received for influentials. 

Smithville School District.--The assigned names of the 

twenty-four qualifying knowledgeable© in Smithville School 

District are listed in Table II, page 62, The point scores 
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mad® by this group on the first eight questions of Form A, 

however, are listed in Table VII which follows. Six addi-

tional persons were interviewed but failed to score points 

high enough on Form A to qualify for the panel, 

The positions held by the panel members included school 

superintendent, member# of the Board of School Trustees, 

president of a junior college, mayor and three City Council 

members, city attorney, president of fruit growers associ-

ation, superintendent of the orphanage* three presidents of 

banks, president of P-TA, president of B&PW, pastor of the 

largest church, owner of a large business, and a newspaper 

publisher. 

The manager of the local radio station and once coun-

cil member refused to cooperate in the study because of 

lack of time as well as a negative attitude toward the 

school administration and program. The president of the 

Lions Club (the largest club) in Smithville was out of town 

at the time the survey was made. 

With the exception of two occasions, the interview 

procedure was the same in Smithville as that previously 

employed in Jonesboro. During the interviews, the members 

of the panel were courteous and cooperative* 
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TABLE VII 

POINT SCORES MADE BY SMITHVILLB KNWLEDGBABLBS 
ON FIRST BIGHT QUESTIONS OF FORM A 

Name Position Score 

Bill Dunigan Superintendent 86 
Less Henry President, School Board 80 
Velton Autrey Board member 78 
Homer Smith Board member 63 
Bill Basham Board member 71 
Lucille Jones Board member 64 
Jimmy Martin Board member 72 
Homer Strong Board member 63 
James Thurby President, Junior College 85 
Joe White Mayor 62 
Frank Greer Council member 68 
Graham Perkins Council member 71 
Marvin Turner Council member 63 
Comer Maxey President Fruit Growers Assn. 68 
Jim Gilbert Superintendent, Pythian Home 71 
Tyson Palmer President, bank 62 
Eugene Hamilton President, bank 74 
Frank Duger President, bank 67 
Francis Martin President, P-TA 65 
Bva Spain President, B&PW 70 
Marvin Dowd Physician 74 
Milton Miller Owner, large business 62 
Chester Loveless Newspaper publisher 73 
Otis Mallow Owner, large business 66 

Mean Average All positions 74 

Tabulation procedures were the same as used for the 

Jonesboro School District. The tabulation shown in Table 

VIII indicates the nominations of Smithville influentials 

by the panel of knowledgeable®» showing that a total of 
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TABLE VIII 

NOMINATIONS OF SMITHVILLE INFLUBNTIALS BY 
THE PANBL OF KNOWLEDGEABLES 

Nominations by Total Nominations 
Assigned Name Different by all Panel 

Panel Members Members 

Velton Autrey 26 78 
James Thurby 20 76 
Les Henry 23 54 
Joe White 16 48 
Bill Dunigan 21 41 
Floyd Williams* 22 S3 
Marvin Turner 14 35 
Chester Green* 18 30 
Graham Perkins 17 26 
Melton Miller IS 18 
John Cravin* 19 16 
Chester Loveless 9 15 
Charles Wilerson 9 15 
Lucille Jones 10 13 
Bill Jones* 11 • 12 

Nominees 

No. No. No • No, 

3 8 1 14 
6 7 2 13 
2 6 2 12 
4 5 3 11 
6 4 1 10 
8 3 4 9 

28 2 6 a 
66 1 4 7 

• • 6 6 
• t 4 5 
* * 3 4 
* « 9 3 
• * 21 2 
* # 52 1 

Total 138 • ft • 

•New individuals who were not interviewed in panel of 
knowledgeables. 
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138 different nominations was made by the twenty-four 

knowledgeables; the cumulative nominations totaled 635. 

The 102 persons (73 per cent) were nominated by fewer than 

four panel members* A total of siscty-six (47 per cent) re-

ceived only a single nomination. 

Fifteen persons were nominated by fourteen or more 

different panel members; fifteen received twenty-four or 

more nominations# Two new names appeared among the ten 

individuals qualifying as influentials. These two were 

given the same questions that the panel of knowledgeables 

were previously asked. The remaining eight on the original 

panel were recontacted and interviewed, with additional 

questions for top influentials, 

The influential® previously interviewed as knowledge-

ables were Autrey (physician), Thurby (president of junior 

college), Henry (physican), White (mayor), Dunigan (super-

intendent of schools), Turner (city attorney), Perkins 

(lawyer), and Miller (bottling company). The two new mem-

bers appealing for the first time were Williams (retired 

businessman), and Green (county school superintendent). 

The ten people listed above were considered as commun-

ity inf luentials in the Staithville School District, 
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Mt. Chambers School District.—The panel of knowledge-

Abies interviewed in Mt. Chambers School District totalled 

twenty-six, but two persons could not give satisfactory 

answers to the first eight questions on Form A, The as-

signed names of the twenty-four persons who qualified for 

the panel are listed in Table III, page 66. leal positions 

and occupations are given; however, the names are fictitious, 

Table IX, which follows,- gives the point score of each per-

son who qualified for a place on the panel. The composition 

of the panel was as follows: superintendent of schools, 

members of the Board of School Trustees, mayor of the town, 

three members of the City Council, president of Chamber of 

Commerce, president of B&PW, president of P-TA, lawyer, 

physician, two businessmen, and pastor of the town's larg-

est church. 

Procedures used for the interviews and tabulations of 

the influential® in the Mt Chambers School District were 

the same as those used in the other districts. Table X 

indicates that a total of 140 different nominations was 

made by the twenty-four knowledgeables. Eighty-six per-

sons (60 per cent) were nominated by fewer than four panel 

members. A total of forty-eight (35 per cent) received 
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TABLE IX 

POINT SCORES MADE BY MT. CHAMBERS KNOWLBDGEABLBS 
ON FIRST BIGHT QUESTIONS OF FORM A 

Name Position Score 

Mark Fisher Supe r in ten den t 84 
Hans Breeker President, School Board 81 
James Redding Secretary, School Board 72 
Max Hopkins Board member 68 
Chris Pearson Board member 74 
Raymond Hooper Board member 80 
Howard Peace Board member 69 
Richard Todd Board member 65 
John Andrews Mayor 67 
Bill Wallace Council member 74 
Joe Terrell Council member 78 
J. C. Clark Council member 65 
Bob Jones President, Teachers Assn. 71 
Morris Gott President, bank 73 
Jane Crowley President, P-TA 68 
Dorothy Watt President, B&PW 64 
Jack Beard Lawyer 65 
Ray Black Physician 69 
Homer Gilbert Businessman 71 
Dale Clarady Businessman 62 
Bill Corbin Minister, largest church 64 
Jack Russell Farmer 66 
Otis Gibson Newspaper editor 73 
F. A. Gant President, Chamber of Commerce 76 

Mean Average All positions 71 

only a single nomination. It should be noted that the 

Mt. Chambers School District differs from the two preceding 

districts in that no new names appeared among the ten high-

est scoring individuals qualifying as influential® as noted 

in Table X. 
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TABLE X 

NOMINATIONS OF MX. CHAMBERS INFLU8NTIALS BY 
THE PANEL OF KNOWLSDGEABLES 

Nominations by Total Nominations 
Assigned Name Different by all Panel 

Panel Members Members 

Joe Terrell 24 ' 34 
Hans Breeker 21 52 
Morris Gott 23 SO 
Mack Fisher 21 48 
Raymond Hooper 20 46 
Jack Beard 18 44 
Otis Gibson 19 33 
Homer Gilbert 16 30 
Bill Wallace 14 21 
Richard Todd 15 20 
Bill Corbin 13 18 
Jack Kussell 12 14 
Dorothy Watt 11 10 
F. A. Gant 11 12 

Nominees 

No. No. No. No. 

3 10 6 9 
6 9 12 s 
3 8 5 7 
7 7 2 6 
8 6 8 5 
3 5 6 4 
8 4 9 3 
4 3 31 2 
29 2 48 1 
S3 1 t * 

Total 140 * # • 
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Fourteen persons were nominated by eleven or more 

different panel members. All of the persons listed had 

been previously interviewed on the panel of knowledgeable® j 

the highest nominations were considered as influential® in 

the Mt. Chambers School District. This combined group re-

ceived a total of 457 nominations, or 77 per cent of all 

votes cast for influentials. 

These influential were recontactacted, and inter-

viewed, with the same questionnaire used for community 

inf luentials. The ten inf luentials nominated by the panel 

of knowledgeables were the following! Terrell (council 

member), Breeker (president of school board), Gott (presi-

dent of bank), Fisher (superintendent of schools), Hooper 

(board member), Beard (lawyer), Gibson (newspaper editor), 

Gilbert (businessman), Wallace (council member), and Todd 

(board member). These ten individuals were considered in-

fluential®. This combined group received a total of 403 

nominations, or 69 per cent of all votes cast for influ-

ential. 

Centerville School District.--Table XI, below, shows 

the point scores made by the Centerville School District 

knowledgeables on the first eight questions of Form A. 
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TABLE XI 

POINT SCORES MADE BY CENTERVILLE KNOWLBDGEABLES 
ON THE FIRST EIGHT QUESTIONS OF FORM A 

Name Position Score 

Clifford Curry Superintendent 78 
Don Waldrip President, School Board 64 
Joe Turner Secretary, School Board 72 
Sari Lightfoot Board member 65 
Jim Bearden Board member 71 
Frank Elder Board member 63 
Charles Young Board member 69 
James Childs Board member 65 
Bob Thomas City manager 73 
Elbert Jones President of college 72 
Earl Driggers Council member 61 
Homer White Council member 68 

A. E. Dean Council member 73 
Dale Scott President, AF of L 64 
MiItin Mocrehead President, bank 62 
Earline Smith President, Ba«PW 66 
Ruth Fling President, P-TA 68 
Lester Drake President, building and loan 74 
Weldon Roberts Owner, radio station 73 
Bob Johnson Owner, large business 61 
George Franks Owner, large business 62 
Joe Gilland Minister, large church 64 
Charles Brinkley Editor of newspaper 75 
James Martin President, Cattlemen's Assn. 62 

Mean Average All positions 68 

The twenty-four persons considered knowledgeables in 

the Centerville School District were interviewed in the 

same manner as those in the three preceding school dis-

tricts. They were assigned names, assuring complete ano-

nymity | their positions and occupations, however, are true. 
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As noted in Table XI, positions of the members include 

superintendent of schools, members of the Board of School 

Trustees, city manager, president of college, three Council 

members, president of a labor union, president of bank, 

president of building and loan, president of the Parent-

Teachers Association, president of the Business and Profes-

sional Women's organization, owner of radio station, two 

owners of large businesses, minister of the largest church, 

editor of newspaper, and president of the Cattlemen's 

Association. 

As indicated previously, the procedures used for inter-

views and tabulations for the Centerville School District 

were the same as those used in the previous districts. Ac-

cording to Table XII, a total of 168 different nominations 

were made by the twenty-four knowledgeables with the cumu-

lative nominated by fewer than four panel members * A total 

of 62 received only a single nomination. Fifteen persons 

were nominated by thirteen or more different panel members. 

Four new names appeared among the fifteen nominations. Of 

the fifteen, the ten highest nominations were considered 

influentials. Three new nominees were among the top ten 

influentials. They were interviewed and given the same 

questions used for the original panel of knowledgeables. 
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TABLE XII 

NOMINATIONS OF CENTERVILLB INFLUENTIALS BY 
THE PANEL OF KNOWLEDOEABLBS 

Nominations by Total Nominations 
Assigned Name Different by all Panel 

Panel Members Members 

Weldon Roberts 26 56 
Eugene Black* 21 58 
Charles King* 23 55 
Don Waldrip 20 57 
Clifford Curry 15 50 
Charles Brinkley 19 44 
Oscar Garrison 18 41 
Elbert Jones 17 43 
James ChiIds 21 36 
Bob Johnson 16 29 
Barl Lightfoot 14 21 
Joe Turner 12 16 
Charles Russell* 10 15 
Jim Bearden 12 13 
Bob Thcanas 12 12 

Nominees 

No. No. No. No. 

5 11 9 11 
8 10 i 6 10 
4 9 3 9 
9 8 5 3 
6 7 8 7 
7 6 9 6 
3 5 4 5 
3 4 1 6 4 
12 3 5 3 
29 2 26 2 
56 1 62 1 

Total 168 • « • 

"Influential^ who were not on the panel of Knowledge-
ables. 
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The remaining seven on the original panel were recontacted 

and interviewed with the same questions used for community 

influentials. 

The influentials previously interview®*! on the panel 

of knowledgeables were Roberts (owner of radio station), 

Waldrip (president of School Board), Curry (superintendent 

of schools), Brinkley (editor of newspaper), Jones (presi-

dent of college), Childs (board member), and Johnson (owner 

of large business). The new members submitted by the panel 

of knowledgeables were Black (businessman, auto supplies), 

King (county judge), Garrison (president of Chamber of Com-

merce and vice-president of bank). The combined group 

received a total of 489 nominations, or 71 per cent of 

all votes cast for influentials. These ten were considered 

influential in the Centerville School District. 

Designating Key Influentials 
i»'»iiii«iii<i»iii îni>»> îihMMiiiiii<wi»ii<iiiiiii mmmtrn mmmmmtfrnu - , n n r". r r 1t r 

Courley (2) states that the key influentials belong to 

the upper 5 per cent of the nominations by influentials. 

Miller (9) defines key influentials as those who are ac-

knowledged to be the most influential leaders among the nom-

inations and found at the top of the pyramid. His concept 

of "top influentials," "key influentials," and "community 
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power complex" has been used to predict the outcome of 

issues. Loomis (7), in his study of community power struc-

ture in a number of cities in southwestern United States 

and in Mexico, concluded that "key influentialM did con-

sider business interest in decision making. 

In a recent study on school issues, Kimbrough (6) used 

a simplified reputational study technique to identify the 

form of the power structure and the key influential® in the 

structure. The key leaders in both groups were interviewed 

concerning their opinion about the schools. He states! 

Fifteen interviews were conducted. Seventy per-
sons were nominated one or more times. Seventeen 
leaders were nominated five or more times. Twenty-
one persons were named by four or more persons. 
From an analysis of the data collected, it was con-
cluded that the decision making process in the school 
district was more, the competing groups were rather 
steeply pyramided so that the sections of the few key 
influentials in each group would be critical on the 
assessment issue (6, p. 35). 

The preceding section of this study indicated that ten 

people from each of the four districts would be designated 

as community influentials. It was felt that it would add 

validity to the study to identify the key influentials and 

to ascertain the part they played in the bond issues. 

In order to select key influentials, influentials were 

ranked in order of nominations listed by the panel of 
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knowledgeables. The nominations were computed on a per-

centage basis according to the total number of nominations 

influential® could receive. Twenty-three questions re-

quested the names of those for or against the bond issue. 

An individual could be nominated in only eighteen of the 

questions. Taking eighteen as the highest number of pos-

sible nominations for any one person on the panel and using 

the twenty-four members, 432 nominations were the maximum 

for any one nomine© in each school district. 

In the recording of the nominations of the community 

influentials, the ones who were on the panel of knowledge-

ables were separated from the original list. The new mem-

bers not on the original panel were contacted and added to 

the list submitted by the influentials. These persons were 

listed and ranked according to the per cent of all nomina-

tions from their own group. 

Identical procedure was used in computing possible 

nominations from the influential group employed in the panel 

computations, In each of the four districts the ten influ-

ential# had a possibility of receiving 180 nominations. 

Table Kill indicates the combined ranking of the com-

munity influential# as they nominated themselves compared 
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with ratings given by the panel of knowledgeables for all 

four school districts in this study. Column 1 indicates 

the total nominations for each of the influentials in each 

school district. Column 2 indicates the percentage of the 

total number of nominations that the figure in Column 1 repre-

sents . The mean has also been listed for each group for 

each of the four school districts under consideration. 

The method used for determining the key influentials 

was the ranking and percentage of the influential group. 

Only those persons cm or above the mean were considered as 

key influential®. It was assumed that the influential® 

were in a much better position to know the key influentials 

than were the experts on the original panel. For compara-

tive purposes the ranking and percentage of the panel of 

knowledgeable® also are listed in Table XIII. 

In nominating key influentials from their own group, 

the community influential® were asked to take into consider-

ation person® actively participating in either supporting or 

not supporting the bond issue and persons having the great-

est effect upon the community. 

Key influentials in the Jonesboro District.—The influ-

entials of the Jonesboro School District placed five of their 
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TABLE XIII 

COMBINED RANKING OF KEY INFLUENTIALS AS NOMINATED BY THE 
INFLUENTIAL^ AND THS ORIGINAL PANEL OP KNOWLEDGEABLBS 

IN EACH 0? THE POUR SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

Names of 
Influen-
tial® 

i 

Influential Noainations Panel Nominations 
Names of 
Influen-
tial® 

i 

Nominations possible 
Nominations Nominations Possible 

Nominations 
Names of 
Influen-
tial® 

i No, Per Cent No. Per Cent 

Jonesboro District 

Logan as 14.1 68 13,4 
Jackson 27 13.7 54 12.5 
Wilson 25 13.1 50 11.8 
Faubion 22 11.1 49 11,3 
Orbeck 21 10.6 48 11.1 
Nash 19 9.6 41 9.5 
Fant 18 9.0 36 8.1 
Morris 17 8.6 34 7.9 
Sutton IS 7.5 32 7.4 
Duncan 9 4.5 19 4.4 

Mean 21 10.1 44 9.7 
Nominations 
Possible 198 432 

Suithville District 

Autrey 47 20.0 78 17.3 
Thurby 46 19.6 76 16.9 
Henry 43 18.4 54 12.0 
White 36 15.4 48 10.7 
Dungan 34 14.5 41 9.2 
William 33 14.1 53 11.8 
Turner 31 13.3 30 6.7 
Green 28 11.9 21 4.4 
Perkins 24 10.2 26 5.8 
Miller 20 8.5 18 4.0 

Mean 34. 2 13.1 40.5 9.0 

Nominations 
234 Possible 234 450 
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TABLE XIII-•Continued 

Names of 
Influen-
tials 

Influential 

m § 

i
 i
 Panel Nominations 

Names of 
Influen-
tials 

Nominations 
Possible 
Nominations 

Nominations Possible 
Nominations 

No. Per Cent No. Par Cent 

Mt. Chambers District 

Terrell* 29 14.6 54 12.5 
Gott* 27 14.0 50 11.6 
Breeker* 27 14.0 52 12.0 
Hooper* 25 12.6 46 10.9 
Fisher* 23 11,6 48 11.1 
Gibson* 22 11.1 38 8.7 
Beard 19 9.5 44 10.2 
Gilbert 16 8.5 30 6.9 
Todd 15 7.6 20 4.6 
Wallace 13 6.5 21 4.9 

Mean 21.6 43 

Nomination 18 198 432 
Possible 

432 

' Centerville District 

Roberts* 31 15.7 56 12.9 
Black* BO 15.1 58 13.4 
King* 25 12.6 55 12.7 
Waldrip* 23 11.6 57 13 .2 
Curry* 21 10.6 50 11.5 
Brinkley 18 9.0 44 10.2 
Garrison 18 9.0 41 9.5 
Jones 16 8.0 43 9.9 
ChiIds 14 7.1 36 8.3 
Johnson 11 5.5 29 6.7 

Mean 20.7 46.9 

Nominations 
Possible 

198 432 

•Key influentials. 
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members above the mean of 19.S nominations. The five in-

fluent ials who were above the mean and who qualified as key 

influential® were Logan (superintendent), 28 (41.1 per cent)} 

J&ckson (retired businessman), 27 (13.7 per cent)j Wilson 

(insurance), 25 (13.1 per eent)j Faubion (pharmacist), 22 

(11.1 per cent)| and Orbeck (county superintendent), 21 

(10.6 per cent). 

The five key influential® received 62 per cent of the 

total nominations by all panel members as computed and as 

shown in Table XIII. 

Key Influential in the Saithville District.—In the 

Smithville School District the influential® placed four of 

their members above the mean of 34,2. These four influen-

tial who were placed above the mean and therefore who 

qualified as key influential® were Autrey (physician and 

school board member), 47 (20 per cent)} Thurby (president 

of junior college), 46 (19.6 per cent)} Henry (physician 

and president of the school board), 43 (18.4 per cent)j and 

White (mayor), 36 (15.4 per cent). This tabulation is shorn 

in the above table. 

Key influentials in the Mt. Chambers District.--Also 

shown in Table XIII is the ranking of key influentials in 
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the Mt. Chambers School District. The influential placed 

six of their members above the mean of 21.6. The six 

individuals who were above the mean and qualified as key 

influentials were Terrell (council member), 29 (14.6 per 

cent)} Gott (president of bank), 27 (14 per cent)} Breeker 

(president of school board), 27 (14 per cent)> Hooper 

(physician and board member), 25 (12.6 per cent)} Fisher 

(superintendent)» 23 (11.6 per cent)} and Gibson (news-

paper editor), 22 (11.1 per cent). 

Key influentials in the Centerville District.—The 

above table shows that the Centerville School District 

influentials placed five of their members above the mean 

of 20.7. The five influential® who were placed above the 

mean and therefore qualified as key influentials were 

Roberts (owner of radio station), 31 (15.7 per cent)| 

Black (auto supplies), 30 (15.1 per cent); King (county 

judge), 25 (12.6 per cent)j Waldrip (lawyer and president 

of school board), 23 (11.6 per cent); and Curry (super-

intendent) , 21 (10.6 per cent). 

Key influentials in community areas.--In selecting 

the key influentials, determination of leadership by the 
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key influentials and community influentials in various areas 

was also desirable. 

The questionnaires, shown in the Appendix, were so 

designed that the resulting nominations were categorized 

into five main areast school issues, for or against bond 

issues} youth problems J community issu-as, economic, civic 

and political} general information and special influence; 

farmers, businessmen, and businesswomen. The questions 

representing each of the above areas were: 

1. Youth--Form A: 9 and 10. 

2. School—Form Bs 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 12. 

3. Community—Form A: 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 

and Form 8t 10. 

4. General—Form As 13 and Form E: 13 and. 16. 

5. Special—Form B: 14, 15, 16, and 17. 

The total rankings accumulated by each influential ac-

cording to area have been listed in Tables XIV, XV, XVI, 

and XVII which follow. In case of tie rankings the average 

was computed for those involved. The total rankings were 

grouped according to youth, school, community, general, and 

special areas. 

Area leaders in the Jonesboro District.—Table XIV in-

dicates that the key influentials in Jonesboro received 
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TABLE XIV 

INFLUENTIAL®1 RANKINGS IN FIVE MAJOR AREAS 
BY THE JONBSBORO SCHOOL DISTRICT** 

Influential 
Total 
Point 
Ranking 

Youth School Community General Special 

Logan* 36 1,1 1,1,1,1 • • • 

Jackson* 24 • 1,1,1 • 1 • 

Wilson* 19 2 2,2,3,3 2,3 * • 

Faubion* 27 1 1,2,2,5 * 2 2 

Orbeck* 26 2,5 1 1,1,5,2,3 • * 

Hash 16 * • 2,3,3,5 1 2,5 

Fant 20 1,3 2,2,5,3 1 * • 

Morris 28 • 1,1 1,2,3 2,3 * 

Sutton 14 * # 2,5,3,3,5 1 3 

Duncan 26 • 2,3,3,5 2,2,5 1 1 

•Key influential. 

Rankingst first place, 6 points? tie for first, 5 
points| second place, 4 points| tie for second place, 3 
points? third place, 2 point®j tie for third place* 1 point. 

thirteen first place rankings, one tie for first, six 

second places* three ties for second place, and three third 

place rankings--a total of twenty-eight rankings. Logan 

(superintendent) headed the nominations ©ix timest four 
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for the school bond issue and two on youth. Jackson (oppo-

sition leader) received four first place nominationss three 

against the bond issue and one in general issues. Wilson 

(insurance) received a second«*place nomination in youth 

problems, one second, a tie for second and a third place 

on school bond issues, and a second and third place on com-

munity issues. 

Faubion (pharmacist) received one first place on youth 

problems; a first, second, and a tie for second on school 

bond issues| and a second place on general issues. Orbeck 

(county superintendent) received a tie for second place on 

youth problems; one first place on school bond issues; and 

a first, a tie for first, second, and third places on com-

munity issues. Of the five key influentials, Faubion rated 

influential in four areas | Orbeck and Wilson tied in three 

areas; and Logan and Jackson, in two areas. 

Among the community influentials, Nash (window glass 

manufacturer) received a second and third place and a tie 

for third place on community issues; one first place on 

general issues; and a tie for second place on special 

issues. Pant (banker) received a tie for first place on 

youth problemsj a second, a tie for second, and a third 
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place on school bond issues; a first place on general 

issues; and a tie for second place on special issues. 

Morris (housewife) received two first-place ratings 

on school bond issues; a first, second and third place an 

community issues} and a second and third place rating on 

general issues. Sutton (president, Chamber of Commerce) 

received a tie for second place and third place; a tie 

for third place on community issues; a first place rating 

on general issues; and a third place rating on special 

issues* Duncan (United States Congressman) received a 

second, a third, and a tie for third place on school bond 

issues; a second and a tie for second on community issues; 

a first place ranking on general issues; and a first place 

ranking on special issues* 

In checking the community leaders, pertinent informa-

tion was revealed. Nash was a leader in three areass 

community, general, and special issues. Fant also quali-

fied in three other areas! youth, community and general. 

Morris, the only woman in the group* qualified for three 

areas: school, community, and general. Sutton wa® con-

sidered a leader in community, general, and special issues. 

Duncan was the only community influential to qualify in 

four areas? school, community, general, and special. 
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Area leaders in the Smithville District,—Table XV 

indicates that the key influential* in the Smithville Ms-* 

trict received ten first-place rankings, one tie for first 

place, and five second places—a total of fifteen rankings, 

TABLE XV 

INFLUENTIAL^ * RANKINGS IN FIVE MAJOR AREAS 
BY THE SMITHVILLE SCHOOL, DISTRICT** 

Influential 
Total 
Point 
Ranking 

Youth School Community General Special 

Autrey* 30 1 1,1,1 1 • • 

Thurby* 17 • 1,1 1,5 * • 

Henry* 16 2 2,2,2 • • • 

White* 20 1 1,1 • • 2 

Dunigan 10 • 2,3 • * 2 

Williams 10 • 2,3 2,5 # 3 

Turner 16 2,3 - # 2,3,3,5 3,3,5 * 

Green IS • • 2,3 3,3 1,5,3 

Perkins 8 • 2,3 « # 3 

Miller 6 * # • 2 3 

••Ranking®* first place, 6 points; tie for first place, 
5 pointsi second place, 4 points| tie for second place, 3 
points} third place, 2 pointsj tie for third place, 1 point. 
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Autrey (physician) headed the nominations five timesj 

one first place ranking for youth problems, three first 

place rankings on school bond issues, and on© first place 

ranking on community issues. Thurby (president of junior 

college) received two first place rankings on school bond 

issues and a tie for first place on community issues, 

Henry (physician) received a second place ranking on youth 

problems and three second place rankings on school bond 

issues. White (mayor) received a first place ranking on 

youth problems and two first place rankings cm school bond 

issues. 

The key influentials in the Smithville District quali-

fied as leaders in no less than two areas and in no more 

than three. Autrey qualified as area leader in youth prob-

lems, school bond, and community issues. Thurby qualified 

as a leader in two areas: school bond and community issues. 

Henry qualified as a leader in two areas* youth problems 

and school bond issues. White qualified in three areasi 

community, youth, and special. 

The community influentials failed to receive a first 

place nomination on any one of the five areas. Dunigan 

(superintendent) received a second and third place ranking 

on school bond issues and a second place ranking on special 
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issues. Williams (retired businessman) received & tie for 

sacor»4 place, & third place ranking on school bond issues, 

and a tie for KMoid plaoe on cosnunity Iiiuh. Turner 

(oity attorney) received * second and third place ranking 

on youth probleesj a second, third* and a ti« for third 

on eomnunity issues) and a third and a tie for third place 

ranking on general issues. 

Otmh (county superintendent) received a second and 

third place ranking on coMnunity issues) a third and a tia 

for third plaoa ranking on general issues and a tia for 

first placa and a third placa ranking on speoial issues. 

Parkins (lawyer) racaivad a second and third placa ranking 

on school tend issues and a third placa ranking on special 

issues. Hiller (businessman) racaivad a sacond place rank-

ing on general issuea and a third place ranking on special 

issues. qualified a® a leader to two areas* School 

bond issues and special issues. 

Williams (opposition leader) qualified as a leader in 

three areas* school, coanunity, and special issues. Turner 

qualified as asi area leader la youth problems, commanity, 

and general issues. <3r©«n qualified as a leader in three 

areasi Consunity, general, and special issues. Perkins 
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m d Miller qualifies*! in only two traisi Psrkte® Sa scnool 

«nd special issuss and Miller in general and special issuss. 

4rn& leaders. iff, tint Nt. Chambers gsistriot.-"Tabl® XVI 

indicates that the ranking kmy iaflusntials in the Ht. 

Chsabers School District received nine first place rankings, 

four ties for first phot, seven second places, two ties 

for sscond placs, and sight third places—a total of thirty-

<*» rankings. Terrell (lawyer) headed the nominations with 

a first pl*ce ranking on youth problens, a second and a tis 

for ssoond place on cooaunity issues, a tis for first place 

snd a third place on general issues, and * first place 

ranking on special is mm* 

Hooper (physician} received a first place ranking on 

youth problems, two first placs rankings an school bond 

issues, and a second and third placs ranking on coonunity 

issues. Fishsr (superintendent) received a first placs 

ranking on school bond issuas, a tis for first, a sscond 

snd a third placs ranking on cooounity issuss, and a sscond 

pine® ranking on gsnsral issuss. Gibson (newspaper editor) 

received a first, sscond, and third placs rsnking on school 

issuss, and a tis for third as well as a third placs rank-

ing c» cowsiunity issuss. Bsard (lawyer) received a tis 
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TABL£ XVI 

INFUJSHTXALS* BANKINGS M FIVE MJOU M & M 
BY M I M . CHAMBERS SCHOOL M M M I C F 

Influential 
Total 
Point 
Ranking 

Youth School • ifjjti imaiiii'iiitoi l liiii fffi l&r Osnsral Special 

Tsrrsll* 26 1 • 3,1,5 1,5,3 1 

<5ott# 21 1*5 1,3 • * 3,3 

Bresker* 19 * 1,3,3,3 1,3 # • 

Hoop®** M 1 i,i S# § «H # # 

f*i®t»r# STX * i 1,5,3,3 3 # 

Gibson* 17 • 1,3,3 3,5,3 * • 

Ssard 14 * # ti- 3,3,5,3 

Gilbort 13 a 2,2,3,3 • l l • 

Wallace 15 • 3,3,5,3 * 3,3 • 

TodcS 6 * • % % % s 
« # § • * 

••Bankings t First plae®, 4 points i tis for first pines, 
5 points} sseond pises, 4 points* tis for sseond pisesf 3 
points| third pises, 3 pointsi tis for third pUct, 1 point. 

for sseond placs, a third pises ranking on youth problems, 

a second, s tis for second, and a third pises ranking on 

special issuss * 

Tabls XVI indicates thst in ths Mt. Chanbsrs School 

District, Tsriell qualified ss sn srss Issdsr in four areast 
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youth, coonunity, ptii&l and special 1hu«i, Gott quali-

fied in three arMai youth probleas, school bond issues, 

and special Iimm. Breaker qualified lx> two *r«Mi school 

bond issues and coawinity problem*. Hooper qualified In 

thr#® areas i youth problems, school bond issues, and ©«#-

anmity probleas. Fisher qualified in thret areasi school 

bond Issues, coenunity problene, and general issues. Gib-

scars qualified as an mm§i leader i n school bond issues and 

CCM̂ UIlitV » 

The coenunity influential# in Ht. Chambers had a total 

of seventeen rankings i n the live a a j o r a r e a s . Beard 

(lawyer) had a tie and a third place ranking on youth 

probleasj a second, tie /or second, and a third place 

ranking on special issues. Gilbert (clothing store owner) 

had a second place ranking on youth probleas t a second, tie 

for second, and a third place ranking an school bond issues. 

Wallace (insurance) had a second, tie for second and third 

place ranking on school bond issues) a eecond and third 

place ranking on general issues. Todd (aechanic) had a 

second, third, and t i e for third place on conmmity Issues. 

Beard q u a l i f i e d cms a l eader i n youth problem ami s p e c i a l 

issues; Gilbert, in youth problems, school bond issues; 
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«&llae@» on school bond Issue* and genera! probl*n»; and 

Todd, on cosinunity issues. 

Area leaders it* the Centerville gistriot. —1Table XVXX 

indicates that the key influential* in Centerville received 

nine first place rankings, four second place rankings, 

three ties for second place, four third place rankings 

and two tie® for third place—a total of twsaty-three 

noalaatians. Roberts (owner of radio station) received 

two first place rankings on school bond issues, a second 

and a tie for third place an special issues* Black (auto 

supplies y received a second and third place ranking on 

youth problems, a tie and a third place ranking on special 

issues. King (county judge) received three first place 

ratings and a second and third place ranking on general 

issues. Waldrip (lawyer) received two first place rankings 

on school bond issuesg a first, a tie for second, and a 

third place ranking on consunity issues. Curry (super-

intondent) received a second, third, and a tie for third 

place ranking on conounity issues; a first and a tie for 

second place ranking on special Issues. The key influen* 

tials in tte Centerville School District qualified as 

leaders In the following areast Roberts in school bond 
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XMStft XVII 

xnplusktxals* wmmm m mm mjon awas 
by t m csnzbrvxixe scwocl district** 

Xnflusntials 
Total 
Point 
Rank trig 

Youth School Coswunity Osnsral Spoci&l 

Robsrts* 17 • 1,1 1 • 2,3,5 

Slack*' 11 2,3 # * • 2,5,3 

King* 34 « 1,1,1 • 2,3 • 

Waldrip* 25 # 1,1 1*2,5,3 • 1,2,5 

Curry* I# • # 51 f 3# S§ S » # 

Brinklsy 1© 2,3 • 1,3,3,5 m ^ 3,5 

Garrison S # * * 2,5,3 • 

Jans* 15 # 2,2,5,3 * * 2,3 

Child® 13 2,5,3 * * 2,3,3,5 • 

Johnson 11 • * * 2,5,2 2,3 

f i rs t placs, 6 points $ ti® for f i rs t plaos, 
••oood plaos, 4 points) tis for ssoond pin©#, a 

points; third plaos, 2 points} ti# for third plaes, I point. 

issuos sent special isstuss j Bltek ixs youth prdblsw mtyi spe-

cial issuss | Kioo ill school IxskI issuass avtdi gmwx&l prot>» 

lsen§i ttaldrip in school isan©® and coomunity proWUws} 

°«**y cowaunity issuss and special problans. 
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lit tli® ranking of coammity Influential*, Brinkley 

(editor of paper) received * second and a third place rank-

ing on youth problem; a first and third and a tl« /or third 

caemanity issuess and a tin for third place m special 

issues. Garrison (president. Chamber of Comerce) received 

a tie for second and a third place ranking on general issues. 

Jones (president of college) received a second, tie for 

»#©«sd» and a third place ranking on achool issues; a sec-

ond and a third place ranking m apecial issues. Child* 

(cafe operator) reoeived a tie for second and a third place 

ranking on youth probUswj a second, a third, and a tie for 

third on general issues. Johnson (brick nanufacturer) re-

ceived a tie for second and a third place ranking an gen-

eral issues and a second and third place ranking on special 

Issues. 

The coammity influential qualified as leaders in the 

following areast Brinkley in youth problems, conaunlty 

issues, and special Issuesi Oarrlson in general Issues| 

Jones In school and special issuesi Child® in youth prob-

lems and general issues § and Johnson in general and speoial 

Issues. 
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Groups-at-Large 

For a check on information given by influential# and 

key influentials, Dahl (3) suggests that a "group-at-

large," chosen informally, be included to insure the 

validity of the information of the influential®. Bight 

people selected from each school district should be casu-

ally interviewed without their being aware of the purpose 

of the questioning. 

Group-at-Large in the Jonesboro District.--In the 

Jonesboro School District, the following eight people in 

different areas of the town were contacted* two barbers, 

a bowling alley operator, two cafe waitresses, one recep-

tionist in a physician's office, a retired school teacher, 

and a gas station operator. 

The general questioning was in line with the informa-

tion desired for this study. These individuals were asked 

how they voted in the recent bond election and what issues 

they considered the most important. They were also asked 

to name the people who they thought had been influential 

in getting the school bond issues passed and what influ-

ence these people had on other bond issues in the city and 

county. They were also asked to name any person who had 
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opposed the bond issues and anyone who had fought for it. 

In order to establish a relationship between the district 

and the superintendent, the members of the groups were also 

asked to give their opinion of how effectively the super-

intendent and the school board kept the people informed on 

the bond issues. Table XVIII indicates the ranking of the 

group-at-large interviewed in the Jonesboro School District 

given to the influentials. 

Group-at-large in the Smithville District.—The same 
winiii imimiauM mf> i •tmmnmow .nu.-i,wmwu.n—.igSWi M.n.iwi nMmimn.il w iiouum" m imwmmi>m.Mnftiii.111'nmniI»>wiiiiiim>I>MIIiWMitiiim i<niiiiwiiiiii»ii>'»i«iiiiiMri <iw>iiiiiwni«w»M«tr 

procedure was followed in the Smithville school district. 

Positions held by the members of the panel in the Smithville 

School District included the followingi two beauty opera-

tors, two gas station employees, a city maintenance man, a 

bus driver for the junior college, a rancher, and a minister. 

Except for some rephrasing, the group-at-large in the 

Smithville School District was asked the same questions used 

in the Jonesboro School District. Since this district had 

a record of bond failures, an attempt was made to identify 

the influentials who had been opposed to the issues and to 

determine whether their influence was greater than that of 

the panel of knowledgeables and the community influentials. 

They were asked how they voted on the last bond issue. If 
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TABLE XVIII 

RANKINGS GIVEN TO COMMUNITY INFLUENTIALS BY THE 
GROUP S-AT-LARGE OF HIS FOUR SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

Jonesboro Smithville 

Group-at Group-at 

Influential Large Influential Large 

Hanking Ranking 

Logan 1 Autrey 3 
Jackson 3 Thurby 3 
Wilson 4 Henry 9 
Faubion 2 White a 
Orbeck 6 Dunigan 6 
Nash 5 Williams 4 
Fant 3 Turner 2 
Morris 7 Green 1 
Sutton 10 Perkins 11 
Duncan 9 Miller 10 

Mt. Chambers Centerville 

Terrell 2 Roberts 4 
Gott 3 Black 5 
Brecker 1 King 3 
Hooper 4 Waldrip 6 
Beard 6 Curry 10 
Gibson 7 Brinkley 7 
Fisher 5 Garrison 9 
Gilbert 12 Jones 11 
Todd 14 ChiIds 8 
Wallace 10 Johnson 14 

they had voted against the issue, they were asked what 

caused them to do so. They were also asked to name persons 

who they thought had had headed the drive to defeat the 
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bond issue and persons who they thought were influential 

in all other community activities. In addition, they were 

requested to give their opinion of the superintendent and 

his contribution to the school bond issue. The rankings 

of the group-at-large in the Smithville School District are 

revealed in Table XVIII above. 

Group-at-large in the Mt. Chambers District.—Since 

the Mt. Chambers School District had a record of passing 

bond issues, the same questionnaire which was used in the 

Jonesboro School District was used in interviews with the 

Mt. Chambers group-at-large. Positions of the interviewees 

included the following® county clerk, insurance salesman, 

clerk in drug store, mechanic, retired policeman, housewife, 

farmer, and waitress in cafe. These people were contacted 

informally in such places as restaurants and drug stores 

or on the street. The questioning was in the form of a 

face-to-face general conversation. Tabulation of the rank-

ings given by the Mt. Chambers group-at-large is indicated 

in Table XVIXI. 

Group-at-large in the Centerville District.—Since 

Centerville, like Smithville, had experienced difficulty 
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in securing favoxable votes for school bond issues, the 

questioning of the group«at-large panel members in most 

cases was similar. Positions held by the members of the 

panel included the following: gas station operator, clerk 

in men's clothing store, worker in brick yard, secretary 

in a law office, bus dispatcher, hotel clerk, carpenter, 

and a delivery man for a department store* 

The purpose of the conversations with these eight 

people in Centerville was to learn the names of those who 

had opposed the bond issue, as well as the names of those 

who had been the most influential in getting things accom-

plished. Table XVIII indicates the ranking of the group-

at-large in the Centerville School District. 

In the four school districts the people making up the 

group-at-large were willing to talk, although at time® they 

did not sew to know exactly what answer to give on school 

issues* In many instances, however, the answers were re-

vealing. Conversations with this cross section of voters 

adequately served the purpose intended. 

Attitude and support of community influentials and 

key influentials.—After the community influentials and 

the key influentials had been nominated by the panel of 
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knowledgeables, influenti&ls» and group-at-large, the com-

munity influentials and the key influentials of the two 

school districts which had experienced a successful bond 

issue were combined to make one group. The community in-

fluent ials and the key influentials of the two school 

districts which had experienced unsuccessful bond issues 

were combined to form another group. Each group was then 

ranked as to support, opposition, or neutrality in regard 

to the bond issue. Table XIX indicates the reaction of 

community influentials and key influentials to the cam-

paigns » 

TABLE XIX 

REACTION OF COMMUNITY INFLUENTIALS AND KEY 
INFLUENTIALS TO THE CAMPAIGNS 

Reaction Successful Unsuccessful Total 

Attitude and 
Support 12 8 20 

Oppose 4 6 10 

Neutral 4 6 10 

Total 20 20 40 

Chi-square was used to determine whether a signifi-

cant difference existed between attitude and support of 
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community influential® and key influentials and their 

effect upon a bond issue. The results are presented in 

Table XIX above. 

Attitude and support of superintendent.--In addition 
H I i m w iiiiiii;iiii»IMIIIII»IIIIWII«wt>)»<«>i*w^ n I M » I » N » mm I>I N I I«I I W M — m — w i n itiuiuwmHiKM R I " " M I u t m i» urn 

to the ranking of the community influentials in regard to 

attitude and support̂  identification of the attitude of the 

superintendent (see Form S in Appendix) was deemed advis-

able. The questionnaire was so designed that the attitude 

of the superintendent could toe ranked. Questions three 

through thirteen were assigned five points each* The super* 

intendent, therefore, could have a total of fifty points. 

The superintendents were first ranked separately as to the 

score shown in Table XX. 

TABLE XX 

RANKING OF SUPERINTENDENT AS TO ATTITUDE AND 
ON SCHOOL BOND ISSUE 

Ranking 
Superintendent 

Ranking 
Logan Dunigan Fisher Curry' 

Attitude and 
Support 45 30 35 25 
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Each superintendent was scored according to the rank 

given by influential, the panel of know!edgeables» and 

the group-at-large in determining the influence he projected 

in the community. Results are presented in Table XXI. 

TABLE XXI 

RANKING OF SUPERINTENDENT BY THE INFLUENTIALSf PANEL OF 
KNOWLEDGEABLES AND GRQUP-AT-LARGE 

Superin-
tendent 

Influen-
tial® 

Panel of 
Knowledgeables 

Group-at-
Large Total 

Logan 1 2 1 4 

Dunigan 5 4 6 15 

Fisher 7 4 5 16 

Curry 5 5 10 20 

Total 18 IS 22 55 

Chi-square » 2.90 

Chi-square was used to determine whether a significant 

difference existed between the nominations of the four 

superintendents. The results, presented in Table XXI, indi-

cate that it was not significant at the .05 or the .01 level. 

The superintendents were then grouped according to suc-

cessful bond issues and unsuccessful bond issues. The data 
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from this grouping are presented in Table XXII. Again, the 

chi-square was used to determine whether & significant dif-

ference existed between these groups. Logan and Fisher 

TABLE XXII 

GROUPING OF SUPERINTENDENTS IN SUCCESSFUL AND 
UNSUCCESSFUL BOND ISSUES 

Bond 
Issue 

Influen-
tial® 

Panel of 
Knowledgeables 

Gro»p«at~ 
Large 

Total 

Successful 3 6 6 20 

Unsuccessful 10 9 16 35 

Total IB 13 2a 55 

Chi-square 
.05 

1.380 
3.84 

were grouped together in the successful bond issues? Duni-

gan and Curry, in the unsuccessful bond issues. 

As presented in Table XXII, the computed chi-square 

value was 1.380. The result was not significant at the .05 

level} therefore, the conclusion was that no difference 

existed between the two superintendents who had bond issues 

which passed and the two which had bond issues which failed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 

This chapter deaIs with the analysis of data collected 

by means of questionnaires and interview#. In the inter-

pretation of the findings of this study a procedure was 

used whereby, for clearer analysis, each statistical com-

putation was given in table form. These tables are shown 

in this chapter as well as in Chapter III. 

The information derived from the questionnaire® and 

interviews was used to supplement information obtained by 

examination of records in each of the four selected school 

districts. The questionnaires were used in the analysis of 

the difference between general and specific influentials. 

Comparisons were also made among knowledgeable®, influen-

tial®* and key influentials. 

This information was collected from three groupss 

(1) panel of knowledgeables, (2) inf luentials nominated by 

the panel of knowledgeable®, and (3) a group-at-large se-

lected at random from each community. 

The influentials nominated were ranked according to 

frequency of nominations. A comparison was made of the 

121 
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results of the ranking assigned the various influentials 

by the three groups. Two measures were used in influential 

rank assignment by the panel of knowledgeable®' nominationss 

(1) by total nominations received and (2) by nominations 

received on each of the twenty-three specific questions. 

Analysis of Data from Questionnaires 

The questions were separated into five areass youth, 

school bond issues, community, general and specific issues. 

The individual who received the highest nominations in each 

area was designated as area leader. This procedure made it 

necessary to compare results between the two methods of 

influential rank assignment. The relationship between the 

two methods was determined by Spearman's rank correlation 

coefficient rs. 

It is indicated in Table XXIXI that the correlation 

rs between the ranking by total nominations and ranking by 

area leadership was .59 for the Jonesboro School District. 

The significance was tested by consulting Table P (Table 

of Critical Values of rs). The Spearman rank correlation 

coefficient (2), which indicated that .59 was significant 

at better than the .05 level. Table XXIII also indicates 

that the correlation rs ranking of total nominations and 
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TABLE man 

RANKING o r JNFLUSWTIALS IN ALL FOUR SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

Influentials 
Rank 

' d d2 Influentials 
Total 

Komin&tiofts 
Atta 

Leadership 

' d d2 

Jonesboro District 

Logan 1 1 0 0 
Jackson 2 5 -3 9 
Wilson 3 7 «M|{ 16 
Faubion 4 3 1 1 
Orb@ck S 4.3 0.3 0.25 
Nash 6 a -2 4 
Fant 7 6 1 1 
Morris e 2 6 m 
Sutton 9 9 0 0 
Duncan 10 4.5 5.5 30.25 

£<S2 • 97.50 

r^ » 1 - — 
N3~N 

*8 * .59, significant at .05 level 

9»ithville ! District 

Autrey 1 1 0 0 
Thurby 2 3 -1 1 
Henry 3 4 -1 1 
White 4 2 2 4 
Dunigan 5 7.5 -2.5 6*25 
Williams 6 7.5 -1.5 2*25 
Turner 7 6 1 1 
Green 8 5 3 9 
Perkins © a 1 1 
Miller 10 9 1 1 

£d a • 26.50 

IzJ&SL 
"vft-H 

x9 » .16, not significant at .03 level 



TABLE XXIII —Continued 

.24 

Influentials 
Rank .2 

Influentials 
Area 

a u Influentials 
Total Area 

nominations Leadership 

Mt. Chambers District 

Terrell 1 1 0 0 
Qott 2 3,5 • 1.5 2.25 
Breeker 3 4 -1 1 
Hooper 4 2 2 4 
Beard 5 7 *2 4 
Gibson 6 5 1 1 
Fisher 7 3.5 3.5 12.25 
Gilbert 8 a 0» 0 
Todd 9 9 0 0 
Wallace 10 6 4 16 

£d2 » 40.50 

1 
fHI 
i CO 
14 6 £ d 2 

N 3 - N 

r » * .25, not significant at .05 level 

Centervil la District 

Roberts 1 3 -2 4 
Black 2 8.5 -0.5 42.25 
King 3 2 1 1 
Waldrip 4 1 3 9 
Curry 5 4.5 1.3 3 5 "5 
Brinkley 6 4.5 2.5 6.25 
Garrison 7 9 -2 4. 
Jones 8 6 2 4 
Chi Ids 9 7 2 4 
Johnson 10 8.5 1.5 2.25 

<d 2 « 79.00 

m 1 m 6*d2 

N*-N 

rs » .48, not significant at .05 level 
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rankings by area leadership for the Saithville District 

was ,16, Table P was examined and ,16 was not significant 

at the .05 level. Table XX1ZZ also indicates that the cor-

relation rs between rankings by total nominations and 

rankings by total nominations and rankings by area leader-

ship in the Mt. Chambers District was .25. Table P indi-

cated that .25 was not significant at the .05 level. As 

presented in Table XXXII, the correlation rs between the 

rankings by total nominations and rankings by area leader-

ship was .48 in the Centerville District. Table P indicated 

that .48 was approaching the .OS level of significance. 

In the consideration of the value of panel nominations, 

a comparison of the three groups submitting nominations of 

influentials was necessary. Either of the two methods of 

panel nominations was significant for comparison purposes? 

however, since the influentials and the group-at-large were 

based on total nominations, it was felt that better uniform-

ity could be maintained by including the nominations rank-

ings of the panel of knowledgeables. 

To test the correlation among multiple groups Seigel 

(2) recommended the Kendall coefficient of concordance, W3. 

The formula used in determining the value of W 3 was: 
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ss 

1/12 k2 (N3-N) 

In the computation of W, the sum of the ranks was found 

for each colusn of the K by N Table (K equals group rankings; 

N equals inf luentials). The mean value of the rank sums 

was computed and each Rj was expressed as a deviation from 

the mean value. The square of the deviations was summed 

ss, which was then placed in the formula. The significance 

of W was determined according to the chi-square distribu-

tion: 

Chi-square • K(N-1)W . 

Nominations submitted by the panel of knowledgeable®, influ-

ential® and the group-at~large for each school district were 

ranked and tested by the above method. This relationship of 

various influentials' rankings has been shown in Tables XXIV, 

XXV, XXVI, AND XXVII, for each of the four school districts. 

The computed W in the Jonesboro school district was .72* 

In the test of significance, with nine degrees of freedom, 

the .05 critical level was 17.2j the chi-square of W was 

19.44\ the value of W was found to be significant at the .OS 

level. These results verified the hypothesis that agreement 

in ranking among the three groups in the Jonesboro School 

District was greater than it would have been by chance. 
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TABLE XXIV 

COMPARISON OF THREE-GROUP RANKINGS OF INFLUENTIALS 
IN THE JONESBGRO SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Group Rankings 
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J 
Influentials 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 

Knowledgeable® 2 5 7 1 6 10 8 3 9 4 

Group-at-large 1 3 4 2 6 5 8 7 10 9 

4 10 14 7 17 21 23 18 28 23 

Rj - X 13 7 3 10 0 4 6 1 11 6 

(Kj " X)2 169 49 9 100 0 16 36 1 121 36 

X ! * 17 SS » 537 

88 W a . 72 

Ctii»square « K(N-l)w * 19.44 

Chi~square significant at .OS level 
Test of significance--.05 critical level 

In the Smithville School District, the computed W was 

.62. In the test of significance, with nine degrees of free-

dom, the .05 critical level was 15.62j the Ghi»square value 

of W, as noted in Table XXV, was 16.74; and the value of W 
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TABLE XXV 

COMPARISON OF THREE-GROUP RANKINGS OF INFLUENTIAL^ 
IN THB SMITHVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
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Chi-square significant at .05 level 

of .62 was found to be significant at greater than the .05 

level. The results verified the fact that agreement in 

ranking among the three groups in the Smithville School Dis-

trict was greater than it would have been by chance. 

Table XXVI presents the computation of W in the Mt. 

Chambers School District, which was found to be 1.26. In 
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TABLE XXVI 

COMPARISON OF THREE-GROUP RANKINGS OF INFLUENTIALS 
IN THE MT. CHAMBERS SCHOOL DISTRICT 

Group Rankings 
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Chi-square significant at .OS level 

the test of significance with nine degrees of freedom, the 

.05 critical level was 22.5) the chi-square of W was 34.02j 

the value of W of 1.26 was found to be significant at greater 

than the .05 level. The results verified the fact that 

agreement in ranking among the three groups in the Mt. Cham-

bers School District was greater than it would have been by 

chance. 
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Table XXVII indicates that the computed W in the Can* 

terville School District was .94. In the text of signifi-

cance with nine degrees of freedom, the .03 critical level 

TABLE XXVII 

COMPARISON OF THREE-GROUP RANKING OF INFLUENTIAL^ 
IN THE CBNTBRVILLE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
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Chi-square signifleant at .05 level 

was 21.56} the chi-square value of W was 25.38; the value 

of W of .94 was found to be significant at greater than the 
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.OS level. The results verified the fact that agreement 

in ranking among the three groups in the Centerville School 

District was greater than it would have been by chance. 

The significant value of W as computed in the four 

school districts indicated the value of a panel of posi-

tional and occupational knowledgeables as a valid process 

for the identification of community influential®, The 

purpose of this part of the study was to show the relation-

ship among the groups with the total membership as inter-

viewed. 

In the preceding section a comparison of the influ-

ential by the three groups from the four school districts 

was completed. The conclusion established that the degree 

of relationship in ranking was significant at the .05 level 

as was the agreement between knowledgeables' data. It was 

not significant in the Smithville, Mt. Chambers, and Cen-

terville School Districts. In the analysis of the data of 

the four school districts studied, there was discovered a 

significant positive relationship between the attitude and 

support of the community influentials and the success of 

a school bond election. 
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Table XIX indicates that in attitude ami support the 

two schools Which voted favorably on a bond issue had twelve 

influential who actively supported the issue, four who 

opposed it, and four who reauiined tMutxtl. The two school® 

having unsuccessful bend issues hud eight influential* who 

actively «i^wrt9d the issue, six who opposed it, ami six 

who renaiaed neutral. Th@ computed chi-squares with three 

d@gr®®s erf freedoa was 1.6. The oritical value for the ©hi* 

square at the .OS level of significance with three degrees 

of freedan is 7.02) at the .01 level of significance, 11.34. 

Use conclusion draw was that the attitude and support of 

the coommity influential® did not fe&v® any significant 

effect upon the out««*e of the band election. 

It was felt that wore validity could be added to this 

study by treating Hypothesis 1 in a narrative for®. The 

coeounity influential® of each of the four school districts 

w®r® asked what part they played in the last school bend 

election. The case presented in this section is based upon 

both verbal and written accounts of the pan each influen-

tial played. 
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Analysis of Data from Investigations 

Jonesboro School District.—Because of his position 

and his association with the school and community, Logan 

(superintendent) is the aost powerful influence in the 

Jonesboro School District, He is active in many civic 

organisations, such as the Chamber of Commerce, of which 

he is a director, and the Boy Scouts, of which he i® Area 

Chairman. While serving on the education committee of the 

Chamber of Commerce, he initiated a study for the estab-

lishing of a county junior college and served on the speak-

ing committee. 

In the last bond election, which carried better than 

eight to one, Logan took an active part. He wrote article© 

for the newspaper and gave broadcasts over the local radio. 

He organised the Parent-Teacher Association members into a 

telephone group which called practically every voter in th© 

city. On th® city's expansion program, he did extensive 

work in informing the people on the need for a new library 

and city hall. The placing of Logan's name at the top of 

the influential group differs with the Miller and Bloomberg 

study in which it was found that businessmen were named as 

top influential®. 
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Of the citizens opposing the bond election, Jackson, 

an attorney and former school board member, was the most 

powerful. In no instance did he work through organized 

groups; he was & typical "behind-the-scenes" power figure. 

Although he did make public statements on the issues, he 

advised certain groups and individuals on the possible 

legal procedures which could be taken to defeat the tax 

programs and bond issues. Jackson had resigned from the 

board just before the 1958 bond election. In the bond i#sue 

of 1964, he was the legal representative of the opposing 

group®. He served as a "ghost writer" for local radio 

broadcasts against the bond issue. The activities of Jack-

eon gave him a status in decision making, and he manipulated 

his followers in a unique manner. 

Wilson, a board member in the insurance business, also 

held an important position in the community*s decision 

making procedure. He has served as the president of the 

Chamber of Commerce and as president of the United Fund 

Drive. For the past five years he has been publicity man 

for all city and school bond elections. Highly respected 

by the political groups of the community, he was considered 

skillful in bringing about desirable results in a close 

bond election. 
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Faubion, a pharmacist, represented the young business-

men of the town* Although somewhat of a newcomer, he was 

well known, having married the daughter of one of the town's 

leading businessmen. In the brief time he had lived in the 

community he had served as president of the Junior Chamber 

of Commerce and as chairman of the Youth Development Com-

mittee. At the time of the bond campaign he was serving 

as a member of the City Improvement Committee, as a member 

of the Board of Education, and as a steward in the First 

Methodist Church. In the 1964 bond election Faubion, chair-

man of the speaking committee, made favorable talks over 

the local radio and among civic groups. 

Orbeck, mortician, owns one of the town's largest 

funeral homes. He has served as a member of the City Coun-

cil and as president of the Lions Club, When Orbeck was a 

member of the City Council, the town voted a $1,000,000 

street improvement program. Although he did not take an 

active part in the last school bond issue, Orbeck e»q>ressed 

his opinions among the upper group of businessmen, especially 

his fellow members of the country club. 

Nash, owner and manager of Jonesboro's largest indus-

try, is the scai of James Nash, who established this industry 

when Jonesboro was a young struggling city. Nash is an 
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outgoing citizen Interested in all civic, educational, and 

religious affairs of the town. He is a deacon in the First 

Baptist Church and a member of the board of directors of 

the Chamber of Commerce. The personnel of the power group 

of which he is the leader was composed largely of his fel-

low alumni of a state university. This group took definite 

stands cm any of the issues under consideration. In the 

last bond election, Nash divided his several hundred em-

ployees into volunteer groups to work for the passage of 

the issue. He manifests his interest in the education of 

youth by donating money and materials to the local school 

system and by awarding two working scholarships for deserv-

ing boys working to attend college. 

Fant, president of the leading bank in Jonesboro, was 

also in the real estate business. He has investments in 

the county's larges housing development. His civic serv-

ices included serving as president of the Lions Club and 

chairman of the group fox studying the needs for a junior 

college in the county. He also served on the citizens 

committee that studied the needs of the local schools j 

he recommended that a new junior high school building and 

other needed additions be constructed. 
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Morris, wife of a state representative, was regarded 

as a power among the women of Jonesboro. For the past 

fifteen years she had been active in Parent-*teacher Associ-

ation work, both on the state and local level. She had 

served as president of the local City Council of P-TA 

and had attended many district and state P-TA conventions. 

In the last bond election she worked with the superintend-

ent of schools in organizing a telephone committee to urge 

the voters to go to the polls. Through her leadership a 

city-wide "clean up campaign" was put in operation. She 

also went before the City Council and succeeded in obtain-

ing needed water and sewerage for certain areas in the town. 

Sutton, although living in the community for only a 

few years, held several responsible positions. He was 

executive vice-president of the town's leading bank, presi-

dent of the Chamber of Commerce, and chairman of the United 

Fund Drive. Before he became a banker, Sutton had operated 

a farm equipment business. Consequently, he was acquainted 

with most of the farmers in the district and well able to 

represent the interest of the farm groups on all issues. 

He refused to take any active part in the bond election. 

Duncan, retired businessman, derived his power largely 

through close association with Jackson. As the spokesman 
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for the opposition, he organized groups against all bond 

issues or tax raises and constantly worked to enlist new 

members. He used the device of articles in the paper ask-

ing people to contribute to his campaign to lower taxes# 

He was a member of the Masonic Lodge but seemingly had 

very little power in this fraternal organization. 

Sadthville School District.--Autrey, a physician who 

had moved to Smithville after World War II, received the 

highest rating as the town's most influential man. In ad-

dition to his practice, Autrey took an interest in commun-

ity affairs. He was a member of the Rotary Club and of 

the Masonic Lodge. He had served as president of the 

Chamber of Commerce and as chairman of the United Fund 

Drive. At the time of his election he was serving as a 

member of the Board of School Trustees. Because of his 

extensive practice, Autrey has many contacts in the com-

munity. He was in ardent support of the two bond issues 

that failed. Through his office he distributed literature 

supporting the issue. Although interested in all commun-

ity issues and elections, Autrey took an extremely active 

part only in the school bond issue. 
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Thurby came to Smithville as president of the junior 

college after it had been transferred to the city and 

county by the Methodist Church. Under his administration 

the college has shown steady growth. He was active in 

both state and community educational affairs* He has served 

on the State College Board. One of his accomplishments for 

the community was the securing of a youth center, which was 

operated by the college. When the study to determine the 

needs of the public schools was carried on, he served on 

the citizens' committee. 

Green has been county superintendent for the past fif-

teen years. Formerly he was an elementary principal in the 

Smithville schools. Having lived on a ranch, Green had 

good relationship with the people of the rural sections. 

He was held in high esteem by the teachers in the county. 

He has served as president of the local Texas State Teachers 

Association and was chairman of the legislative committee 

of the county unit of the TSTA during the enactment of 

recant legislation that provided for increases in Texas 

teachers' salaries. An active member of the Eaptist Church, 

Green went over the county making religious talks to rural 

congregations. His civic endeavors included working with 

the little league baseball teams. Green did not take an 
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active part in the last bond issue. His reason for not 

doing so was that, as hi# job was county-wide, he could 

not concentrate on one district. 

White, mayor of the city, was in the meat packing 

business. Before he was elected mayor, he was superintend-

ent of the city's water department. He had been active in 

community politics for a number of years. He served two 

terms on the Board of Education but did not seek re~election 

after deciding to run for mayor. White did not work for 

the success of the last bond issue because he felt there 

was sufficient force behind it to get it passed. 

Dunigan, superintendent of schools, was a newcomer to 

Siaithville. Although he had been with the school system 

only five years, he had established himself well in the 

community. He spent many hours working with the committees 

in support of the bond issue. At the time he was the high 

school principal, but the people relied on him to carry the 

issue to the community. The former superintendent believed 

that if the issue were left alone, it would carry itself. 

Williams, a retired businessman and a director in the 

leading Smithviile bank, was known in the community as a 

conservative. During the time he was a member of the City 

Council, he opposed all major spending programs. He was of 
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the opinion that in most eases the money was misappropri-

ated or wasted. Since he was satisfied with the school 

system and considered the buildings sound, he opposed the 

bond issue. He did not like the former superintendent and 

stated that he would not support any school improvement as 

long as the superintendent was in office. He ha® a follow-

ing among the retired citizens and the conservative people 

of the county. In his activities against the bond election 

he contacted small groups and also wrote newspaper articles 

in which he gave his reasons for opposing the issue. 

Turner, city attorney, has served as state representa-

tive and as county judge. He was reared in Smithville, 

where his father has been tax collector for many years, 

Turner was an active member of the Presbyterian Church. 

At one time he was director of the local Red Cross. Al-

though he took an interest in city government, Turner 

believed that he did not have much time for other commun-

ity affairs. He was not against the last two bond elec-

tions, but did not help to support them. When asked to 

help the opposition, he declined. 

Smith, a druggist, has served on the local Board of 

School Trustees for the past six years. He owned Smith-

ville' s largest drug store, where most white collar workers 
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gathered for their coffee break. As one influential put 

it, this is the plac© where most of the town's problem© 

are settled. Smith took an interest in the cowsunity' s 

affairs. H@ was an active member of the Lions Club and 

the football boosters club. He spent considerable time 

working with the Boy Scouts. Smith and two other members 

had been elected to the Board of School Trustees to dismiss 

the superintendent. He felt that since the people in the 

community had lost faith in the superintendent, there would 

have to be a change before the bond issue would pats. 

Miller, owner of the local bottling works, owned con-

siderable real estate in Smithville. He belonged to the 

country club set, and for the previous two years had been 

president of the club. He stated that one reason he was 

against the bond issue was that he thought the money was 

to be spent unwisely. Since he considered the high school 

building to be adequate, he thought a new junior high should 

be constructed. His other reason for opposition was that 

he was against the extension of the superintendent's con-

tract. He was a member of the group that went before the 

board to ask for the termination of the contract. He also 

met with a group of citizens to work out a new building 

program to present to the board. These citizens felt that 
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the bond issue was too large and should be reduced to meet 

only the need for a new junior high school and a new ele-

mentary school. 

Palmer, president of the largest bank in Sraithville, 

had been a pillar of the town for many years. His advice 

was sought even by the younger citizens. He was a former 

member of the Board of School Trustees. He was active in 

civic affairs and had spent much time in organizing various 

groups and working with them. Although he did not favor 

the last bond issue, he did not work with any opposing 

group. During the same time the bond campaign was in prog-

res®, Palmer was in the process of supervising the construct 

tion of a new bank building. 

Mt. Chambers School District.—Terrell, lawyer and 

member of the City Council, has been active in all phases 

of city and school issues. His father was a former super-

intendent of Mt, Chambers schools, Terrell was active 

during the bond campaign. He wrote articles to the paper 

and worked with the superintendent in speaking to the serv-

ice clubs explaining the proposed use of the money. He 

was an active worker in the Methodist Church, where he 
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taught the men's Sunday School class. He was the past 

president of the Rotary Club and of the City Bar Associa-

tion. 

Breeker, president of the Board of School Trustees, 

was the owner of a motor company. During the nine years 

he had been on the board, he had always supported progres-

sive changes in the schools. Among his civic activities 

were his work with the Boy Scouts and his interest in the 

Little Leaguer®. He was a member of a panel composed of 

interested parents who presented the proposed issue in a 

broadcast from the local radio station. 

Gott, president of Mt. Chambers bank, took active 

interest in all civic affairs. He had served as president 

of the Lions Club and as president of the United Fund Drive. 

He worked with the city in establishing the present form 

of government. He was a member of the City Council that 

succeeded in having most of the city's streets paved. 

Though he was not active in the last bond issue, he did 

not oppose it. He stated that he felt such decisions 

should be left to the younger citizens of the city. 

Fisher, superintendent of schools, for the past seven 

years, was formerly the county superintendent. Under his 
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administration the school progressed. He haA worked with 

the citizens* committees in his school district on the im-

provement of the curriculum as well as the physical plant. 

Before the band ©lection he was instrumental in appointing 

a citizens' committee to study the needs of the community. 

The materials gathered by the committee were published in 

the local newspaper in order to show for what purpose the 

bond money would be used. 

Hooper, physician, came to Mt. Chambers soon after 

finishing hi® medical training* He has been successful 

in his practice. At present, he is chief surgeon at the 

local hospital and is also president of the County Medical 

Association. He is highly regarded by the people of the 

community. He has influence with both the upper and the 

lower classes. Since he is interested in civic affairs, 

he is called upon to head numerous fund drives. He is also 

interested in the progress of the schools. During the last 

bond campaign, he made many explanatory talks to the people. 

Beard, lawyer, led the opposition against the bond is-

sue. He felt that the additional tax required to finance 

the bond would raise property value© so high that city 

growth would be inhibited. He was in favor of waiting 
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for the city to show more growth before the people built 

a new high school and football field. He organized a group 

to take a stand against the issue by writing articles for 

the newspaper and broadcasting over the local radio. 

Gibson, editor of the weekly newspaper and a long-

time resident of Mt. Chambers, was well acquainted with 

what was going on in the city. He had a great deal of in-

formation about the people and the schools. He supported 

all bond issues that would advance the school and city. 

For many years his policy had been that all issues which 

would advance the community would have free space in his 

paper. 

Gilbert had been in the clothing business in Mt* Cham-

bers since it was a small town. He had been very active 

in civic and religious affairs, having served as president 

of the Lions Club, president of the United Fund Drive, 

Chairman of the led Cross, and president of a Sunday School 

class. He was in favor of the bond issue but left the job 

of selling it to the younger citizens. He stated that as 

his children had graduated, he had, to some extent, lost 

interest in the schools. 

Wallace, insurance man, was a member of the City Coun-

cil. He joined with Beard to oppose the bond issue. He 
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wanted to build a new city hall and to expand the city 

limits before the school district voted on the bonds. When 

the Board of School Trustees refused to adopt his plan, he 

determined to work for the defeat of the issue. Because 

of his influence over a certain element in the city, he 

was considered the independent member of the City Council 

with a devotion to what he called the "small people." 

Todd, garage operator, had been in Mt. Chambers since 

World War II. As he was reared in the city, he knew most 

of the people that belonged to the various organisations. 

He has served two terms on the Board of School Trustees 

and for the last two years has been the secretary. Al-

though he had been successful in his business, he still 

classified himself as a mechanic. The middle-class people 

looked to him for guidance. It was through their efforts 

that he had been elected to the Board. In the last bond 

election he worked with a group of these people in organiz-

ing community meetings to discuss the purposes of the bond 

issue. 

' Centerville School District.—Roberts,owner of the 

local radio station, was interested in community improve-

ment. He purchased the station during World War II when 
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an Army camp was located in Centerville. To aid the school 

and to inform the people concerning the bond issue, Roberts 

donated free radio time. He was active in bringing new 

industries to the town. He served on a committee investi-

gating the possibility of utilizing the abandoned Army camp 

for an industrial site. He stated that ever since the camp 

had been discontinued, it had been difficult to sell to the 

Centerville people. 

Black, owner of an auto supply business, was active 

in civic affairs. He had served as vice-president of the 

Lions Club, president of the town's Booster Club, and presi-

dent of the Chamber of Commerce. One reason for hi® opposi-

tion to the last bond issue was that he thought the people 

had not been sufficiently informed as to how the money 

should be spent. Another reason wa© that he felt more 

study of the needs of the school should have preceded the 

submitting of the issue to the people. He was so opposed 

to the proposed site for the new high school that he organ-

ized a committee to oppose its being moved to the suburban 

part of the town. 

King, a member of one of the oldest and most influen-

tial families in Centerville, has been county judge for 

the past fifteen years. Pox several years his grandfather 
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was Congressman from the district. King did not take part 

in the bond campaign, as he did not like the proposed loca-

tion for the school. Although he was contacted numerous 

times by both groups asking for his opinion, he neither 

opposed the issue nor took any active part in supporting it. 

Waldrip, lawyer, was president of the School Board. 

He was active in working with the youth of the community. 

He had been instrumental in organising the Youth Club. In 

the bond campaign he served as chairman of the speaking 

cojaaiittee. He felt that the bond election failed to carry 

because of the proposed site of the high school and the 

lack of information given to the people by the board and 

the superintendent. 

Curry had been head of the schools for fifteen years. 

He was conservative and felt that the school should stay 

close to the traditional methods of teaching and financing. 

It was his opinion that if the people wanted a new school, 

they would vote for it regardless of how much publicity was 

used. 

Brinkley, editor, felt that during the bond campaign 

he had been mistreated by the superintendent and the School 

Board, He stated that he had not been provided with mate-

rial for his newspaper and that he was asked to leave the 
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board meeting at which the members discussed the bond issue 

with the fiscal agent. However, he did not fight the issue* 

The negative articles printed in hi® newspaper were only 

those paid for by the opposition. Brinkley was active in 

religious and civic affairs of the town. He was a member 

of the Christian Church and had served as chairman of the 

official board of the Church. Among his civic activities 

are his services as a member of the City Council and of the 

advisory council of the college. 

Garrison, vice-president of a Centerville bank, was 

active in the religious and civic affairs of the town. He 

had moved to Centerville to become a member of the faculty 

of the college. Five years ago he became a banker. His 

rise in the banking business had been rapid* He took an 

active interest in community affairs, had served as presi-

dent of the United Fund Drive, and as chairman of the local 

Red Cross. He worked with the Boy Scouts. He also served 

on the committee to bring more industries to the town. He 

had taken a negative view in the last bond issue because 

he did not like the proposed location of the school or the 

attitude of the Board of School Trustees. 

Jones, president of the college, has held his position 

for the last twelve years. He is highly respected in the 
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community and has influence over the citizens with finan-

cial means. He has devoted much of his time to working 

with the young people of his community and of the state. 

In the last bond campaign he worked hard to sell the pro-

gram to the voters, as he believed that the community 

needed not only a new high school but also changes in the 

curriculum, 

Childs is owner of the largest restaurant in Center-

ville. Since his success in operating a bowling alley 

during World War II he has been in several profitable busi-

nesses. He has gained influence among the people in his 

community. Like Black, he thought that a tax raise would 

prevent people from moving to Centerville, and joined him 

in opposing the bond issue. 

Johnson, brick manufacturer, belongs to one of Center-

ville' s oldest upper-class families. He inherited his 

business from his father. Although Johnson has taken little 

active interest in civic affairs, he has donated generously 

to the various organizations. Because of his generosity 

and the number of people he employs, he has influence among 

the people of the community. His primary reason for oppos-

ing the bond issue was that it entailed a considerable 
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raise in taxes on his property. He not only worked against 

the issue himself but also influenced his employees to 

oppose it. 

The social standing of an individual in a local com-

munity ha® many implication® for the power he may wield in 

community affair#. His prestige will in part determine 

the extent to which he is emulated by others. His occupa-

tion, income, and education can critically affect the 

circles to which he has access. Acceptance by the organi-

zational and political life of the locality may be essen-

tial for establishing contacts around which relations of 

influence can be developed, 

The modification of attitude and support is emphasized 

in this narrative report of each community influential as a 

major component in strategies for increasing or decreasing 

the passing of a bond issue. The problems are numerous, 

the relationships are complex, and the outcomes are unpre-

dictable. 

School districts vary enough so that tactics in each 

should be based upon a study of its particular population, 

the social structure, the opinion© held, and the relation-

ships among these variables. While attitude and support 
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for a bond issue appear to be affected by social character-

istics in some districts more than in others, the general 

attitude and support toward the schools do not appear to 

be enmeshed tightly into the social structure. 

In Hypothesis 2 the relationships between the attitude 

of the school administrator said the molding of public opinion 

and voting action of the people in school bond elections are 

indicated in Tables XIX, XX, and XXI. Table XIX indicates 

the ranking that each superintendent scored on Form S, Logan 

and Fisher, who represented the successful bond issue, ranked 

higher on attitude and ability to influence public opinion 

than did Dunigan and Curry, who represented the school dis-

trict with unsuccessful bond issues. Bach superintendent 

was then scored according to the rank given him by the three 

nominating groups. These scores are given in Table XX. The 

computed chi-square was 2.90. The conclusion was that the 

molding of public opinion did not have a great deal of bear-

ing on the outcome of a bond election. Rankings on school 

bond issues were then taken from column two of Tables XIV, 

XV, XVI, and XVII. The computed chi-square was 1.38, which 

indicated there was no significant difference between the 

successful and unsuccessful superintendent. 
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In Hypothesis 3 the relationships between persons who 

are influential on bond elections and those who are leaders 

in other community issues are indicated in Tables XIV, XV, 

XVI, and XVII. 

The influential® in the four school districts were 

asked to gauge their effectiveness in school issues and in 

other community issues in which they participated. All 

forty influentials, including the key influential®» con-

sidered individual effort effective in school bond campaigns, 

When asked if any change of activity would be contemplated 

in the future if a similar issue was again considered, all 

answered that under the same situation they would not change 

their activity. 

Questions were also designed to determine the involve-

ment of influential® in other community issues. Seven 

Jonesboro influentials considered their non-school activi-

ties effective; three stated they had not participated in 

any other than school issues within the past five years. 

Of the seven influential® who were effective in other com-

munity issues, three were key influentials. This finding 

supports the statement that influentials are leaders in 

other community activities. 
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Participating in the non-school issues in Smithville 

School District included three influential® who were active 

and seven who did not take any active part. Three of the 

four key influential® were interested in non-school com-

munity affairs. Only the superintendent remained ineffec-

tive as a key influential. Autrey (physician) was the only 

school board member who effectively participated in nan-

school issues. 

Six Mt. Chambers influentials considered their non-

school activities effective? four stated they had not 

recently participated in any issues other than those related 

to the school. Of the six influentials who were effective 

in other community issues, five were key influential®. 

Fisher (superintendent) was active in non-school activi-

ties. Terrell (lawyer and Council member) effectively 

participated in non-school issues. 

In non-school issues in Centerville School District, 

five influential® were effective participants, and five did 

not participate. Three of the five key influential# were 

active in non-school community issues. 

To summarize, the key influentials in the four school 

districts used in the study were general influential® who 

effectively participated in all community issues. In 
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school Issues requiring a public vote, the superintendents 

did not view their participation to be as effective as that 

of the key influential®. Superintendents believed that 

because of their position they were expected to support 

the bond issues. However, as influential® not associated 

with the school were free of this expectation, people con-

sidered the opinions of these influential# unbiased* 

It seemed appropriate to examine the manner in which 

the influential# exerted power in order to gain the repu-

tation of being influential. Information regarding methods 

of exercising power was secured by personal interviews with 

the influential®# Each person designated his most effec-

tive and least effective activities in the school bond 

issue and in other community issues in which he was involved. 

The responses of twenty successful and twenty unsuccessful 

influentials were grouped. Their answers were placed into 

ten appropriate divisions of power as formulated by Form 

and Miller (1), 

The methods and techniques used by the influentials 

interviewed in this study to exert power are illustrated 

in Table XXVIII. 
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TABLE XXVIII 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES USED BY INFLUENTIAL^ 
TO EXERT POWER 

It&u 
Influentials 

No. 
Methods and Techniques 

No. 

1 Persuasion (personal and groups) 30 

2 Securing and giving advice 21 

3 Securing active support of offi-
cial organisations on issues 18 

4 Organization (circulating petitions, 
distributing literature, taking 
voters to polls, etc.) 12 

5 Assuming leadership role (such as 
committee chairman) 6 

6 Securing key community individuals 
to give public endorsement for 
issue 10 

7 Providing financial support 18 

8 Linking efforts of two or more 
organizations, and creating a 
new special interest committee 2 

9 Using official power (or having 
someone else use official power) 1 

10 Securing favorable press and radio 
releases 9 

All of the influential^, with the exception of those 

who took & negative attitude on the bond issue, considered 
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that they employed various degress of persuasion in their 

activities. The majority believed that their advice was 

instrumental in the outcome of the issues. Key influen-

tial monopolized items 5, 6, 8, and 9 of the above table$ 

however, only one listed item 9. 

In Hypothesis 4 the relationship between successful 

and unsuccessful bond issues and the degree of participa-

tion by key influential® were examined. This hypothesis 

deals with the analysis of the data that pertains to key 

influentials, which data were collected by questionnaires 

using Form A. The approach used to present this material 

was to proceed chronologically through the items of the 

questionnaire and make an analysis of each item. 

Because of the small sample, those items requiring 

complex statistical treatment were analyzed by the use of 

the general formula for chl-square and the chi-square 

formula with Yates* Correction. If significance was found 

by using both of these tests, findings were not signifi-

cant. If one test declared the findings to be significant 

and the other test test declared the finding# to be not 

significant, the Fisher Exact Probability Test was then 

used in order to substantiate further the findings of the 
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first two tests, The median test was used, and Fisher's 

Bxact method was applied. 

Because most of the chi-square was computed for a 2 x 2 

contingency table, there was only one critical value for 

chi-square with one degree of freedom at the ,05 level of 

significance. As used by Walker and Lav (3), this critical 

value of 3.8 was not included in the treatment because of 

the monotonous repetition of reciting the value for each 

item. Only those chi-square that were computed from larger 

than a 2 x 2 contingency table had the critical values for 

all data analyzed by using the Fisher test, and determined 

by referring to Table 1« of Siegel's Nonparametric Statis-

tics (2). 

Reaction of Key Influentials to Form F 

The key influentials were those listed under "success-

ful and unsuccessful bond issues." There were ten influ-

ential in the "successful" group and ten in the group 

labeled "unsuccessful." The results conptled from the 

reaction of these twenty key influentials are tabulated 

in Tables XXIX through XXXIX, which follow. 

Item 1.—Did your school district provide adequate 

coramun ity relations before the bond issue? 
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To determine whether or not adequate community rela-

tions had made a significant difference between the two 

groups of districts in the outcome of the election, ehi-

square, chi«-square with Yates* Correction, and the Fisher 

Exact Probability Test were used. The results are pre-

sented in Table XXIX. 

TABLE XXIX 

NUMBER OF KEY INFLUENTIALS WHO FELT THEIR SCHOOL DISTRICT 
PROVIDED ADEQUATE COMMUNITY RELATIONS 

BEFORE THE BOND ISSUE 

District Yes No Total 

Successful 1 9 10 

Unsuccessful 1 9 10 

Total 2 18 20 

The computed chi-square was .56. The value for chi-

square with Yates* Correction was .001. The computed value 

for the Fisher test was nine with a critical value of six* 

All three tests indicated no significance. The conclusion 

was that the use of an adequate community relations program 

by the two groups of key influentials was not significantly 

different. 
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Item. 2.--Did your school district have a planned pro-

gram for releasing information about the schools prior to 

the bond issues? 

To determine whether or not a significant difference 

existed between the successful school district and the un-

successful district that had a planned program for releasing 

information, chi-square, chi-square with Yates* Correction, 

and the Fisher test were used. The results are presented 

in Table XXX. 

TABLE XXX 

NUMBER OP KEY INFLUENTIAL3 WHO FELT THE SCHOOL DISTRICT 
HAD A PLANNED PROGRAM FOR RELEASING INFORMATION 

District Yes No Total 

Successful 10 0 10 

Unsuccessful 7 3 10 

Total 17 3 20 

The computed chi-square value was 3.53. The computed 

chi-square with Yates1 Correction value was 2.05. The 

critical value for these data using the Fisher test at the 

.05 level of significance was six. All three tests failed 

to reveal significance? therefore, the conclusion was that 
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the successful and unsuccessful districts did not differ 

significantly in their plans for releasing information# 

Item 23.--Did you play a part in the use of communica-

tion media as the campaign progressed? 

To determine whether or not a significant difference 

existed during the campaign between key influential® in 

the successful and the unsuccessful district in the use of 

communication media, chi-square, chi-square with Yates1 

Correction, and the Fisher Exact Probability Test were used# 

The results of the findings of the questionnaire. Form B» 

for item 3 are indicated in Table XXXI* 

TABLE XXXI 

NUMBER OF KEY INFLUENTIAL WHO PLAYED A PART 
IN THE USE OF COMMUNICATION MEDIA 

District Yes No Total 

Successful 9 1 10 

Unsuccessful 9 1 10 

Total 18 2 20 

The computed chi-square value was ,00. The computed 

value for chi-square with Yates' Correction was .56,. The 
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value for the Fisher test was nine. The critical value at 

the ,05 level of significance for the Fisher test was four. 

The results of the three tests indicated no significance; 

therefore, the conclusion was that the use of mass media 

by the key influentials during the campaign was not a sig-

nificant factor in the success or failure of the bond issue. 

Item. 4. —If you played a part in the communication 

media, was your part planned initially? 

Chi~square» chi-square with Yates' Correction, and 

the Fisher Exact Probability Test were used to determine 

whether the initial planning of the mass media by the key 

influential® was significant in terms of the comparison of 

the successful and unsuccessful districts. The results are 

presented in Table XXX11, 

TABLE XXXII 

NUMBER OF KEY INFLUENTIALS WHO PLANNED TO 
ACCELERATE THE USB OF THE MASS MEDIA 

District Yes N© Total 

Successful 9 1 10 

Unsuccessful 9 1 10 

Total 18 2 20 
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The computed chi-square value was .00. The computed 

value for the chi-square with Yates* Correction was *56, 

The value for the Fisher test was nine. The critical value 

at the .05 level of significance for the Fisher test was 

four. The results of all three tests proved to be not sig-

nificant i therefore, the conclusion was that in the initial 

planning by the key influentials during the campaign, the 

use of mass media of communication was not a significant 

factor in the success of the campaign under study. 

Item 5.--Did you think there was organized opposition 

to the campaign? 

The chi-square, chi-square with Yates' Correction, 

and the Fisher Exact Probability Test were used to deter-

mine whether or not the key influentials* knowledge that 

organized opposition to the bond issue did exist was a sig-

nificant factor in the success or failure of the campaign 

under study. The results of the questionnaire are pre-

sented in Table XXXIII. 

The computed chi-square value was 10.76. The computed 

value for the chi-square with Yates' Correction was 7.91. 

The computed value for the Fisher test was three. The 

critical value for the Fisher test was six. The results 
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TABLE XXXIII 

HUMBBR OF KEY INFLUSNTIALS WHO KNEW THAT 
ORGANIZED OPPOSITION DID EXIST 

District Yes NO Total 

Successful 0 10 10 

Unsuccessful 7 3 10 

Total 7 13 20 

of all three tests were significant$ therefore, tine® a 

significant difference existed between the success or 

failure of a campaign as a result of organised opposition, 

the conclusion was that the knowledge of the key influen-

tial that organized opposition did exist was a strong 

indication of the passage or defeat of the bond issues. 

Item 6.--If the answer to question 5 was "yes," was 

this opposition a subtle opposition? 

Seven key influential® of the unsuccessful district 

answered "yesn to the previous questionf therefore, this 

was the number eligible to answer question 6, Five key 

influentials reported the opposition was subtle? two indi-

cated that the opposition was voiced openly. These data, 

because of the small number of cases involved, do not lend 
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themselves to the statistical treatment as does the other 

information with a larger number of cases. Of the total 

key influentials that reported organized opposition to the 

bond issues, approximately 72 per cent of these key influ-

entials indicated that the opposition was subtle. The 

remaining 20 per cent of the key influentials indicated 

that the opposition to their campaign was voiced openly. 

The conclusion was that even in such a small sample, 

the data indicated that in the bond issue campaign subtle 

opposition was found more than open opposition, and the 

key influentials should be aware of the fact* 

Item 7.—Did you know that organized groups were in 

opposition to the bond issues? (Please rank so as to judge 

effectiveness.) 

The key influentials representing the successful dis-

trict did not report organized opposition. The key influ-

entials of the unsuccessful district reported against 

opposition and indicated that the following groups favored 

defeat of the bond issues large landowners, citizens op-

posed to tax raises, citizens lacking faith in the school 

administration, and divided Board of School Trustees. 

Four of the key influentials indicated the major oppo-

sition to the campaign was from small community groups that 
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objected to a tax raise. Six others reported that the 

opposition came from the property owners with large hold-

ings. Only one key influential reported a divided school 

board and a group lacking faith in the superintendent. 

The conclusion of study was that the influential 

groups opposed to bond issues were* (1) large property 

owners, (2) divided school boards, and (3) citiaens lack-

ing faith to school administration. 

Item 8.*—In your opinion what reasons were given for 

the opposition? 

Five of the key influentials indicated as a reason 

for opposition to bond issues the fact that increased taxes 

would result. Three reported that considerable opposition 

was voiced by groups that wanted to change the site of the 

building under consideration. Two reported that the people 

did not have confidence in the Board of School Trustees and 

the superintendent and consequently refused to vote for the 

bond issue. 

The conclusions reached from a study of the reasons 

cited for opposition to bond issue campaigns by the key 

influentials were! (1) a substantial nunber were opposed 

to increased taxation and (2) many individuals wanted to 

replace the school board and the superintendent. 
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Item 9* —What was your reaction to the campaign? 

Chi-square was used to determine if a significant dif-

ference existed between the successful and the unsuccessful 

district as a result of the action of the key influential®. 

The results are presented in Table XXXIV, 

TABLE XXXIV 

KEY INFLUBMTIALS REACTION TO THE CAMPAIGN 

Reaction Successful Unsuccessful Total 

Support 3 1 9 

Opposed 0 3 3 

Neutral 2 6 8 

Total 10 10 20 

The computed chi-square with two degrees of freedom 

was 10.44. The critical value for the chi-square at the 

.OS level of significance with two degrees of freedom is 

5.99, and for the .01 level of significance is 6.64* 

The conclusion was that the support of the key influ-

ential® has a significant and favorable effect upon the 

outcome of the election. 

Item 10,--If you opposed or supported the bond issue, 

was your opposition or support organized? 
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Chi-squ&re, chi-square with Yates Correction and the 

Fisher Exact Probability Test were used to determine whether 

or not a significant difference existed between the success-

ful and the unsuccessful district in organized support or 

opposition by the key influentials. The results are pre-

sented in Table XXXV. 

TABLE XXXV 

KEY INFLUENTIALS WHO HAD ORGANIZED FOR THE 
SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION TO THE CAMPAIGN 

District No Response No Total 

Successful 5 5 10 

Unsuccessful 6 4 10 

Total 11 9 20 

The computed value for chi-square was ,20. The com* 

puted value for chi-squar© with Yates* Correction was .002. 

The Fisher test value was four. The critical value for 

the Fisher test was 0. All three tests failed to show sig-

nificance! therefore, the conclusion was that the districts 

did not have organized opposition or support from the key 

influentials. Whether this factor influenced the success 

or failure of the bond issue was not determined. 
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Item 11.~-In your opinion what group spearheaded the 

campaign? 

The successful and the unsuccessful key influentials 

gave somewhat identical answers to this question. They 

indicated that the school «taff spearheaded the campaign 

60 per cent of the time. In like manner, each group of 

key influentials cited lay committees as leading the drive 

40 per cent of the time. None of the twenty key influen-

tials reported the Parent-Teacher Association as having a 

primary role in the campaign. Pour successful key influ-

entials and two unsuccessful key influentials cited this 

organization as having a secondary role, The successful 

key influentials reported more assistance from lay com-

mittees and the Far oat-Teacher Association than did the 

unsuccessful ones. 

The conclusion reached from reports of the key influ-

entials was that districts utilizing more committees and 

groups had received more favorable votes from the constitu-

ents } therefore, more people should be involved in the work 

of the campaign. 

Item 12.--If the issue had been unsuccessful, what 

appeared to be the three major reasons for its defeat? (The 
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reasons listed by the key influantials were eited in the 

treatment of Item 7.) 

The conclusions reached as a result of a tabulation 

of the replies to Item 12 are as followss 

1. The primary objective for the campaign was to en-

lighten the publict yet the four reasons given for defeat 

were directly related to communications» Therefore» to 

list poor communication as a reason for defeat was a per-

sonal indictment. 

2. Many voters were not influenced to have a favor-

able attitude in regard to the campaign. 

3. Tax opposition and divided school board were 

present in campaigns. 

In addition. Table XXXVI lists the major reasons given 

for the defeat of the campaign, 

TABLE XXXVI 

MAJOR REASONS FOR THE DEFEAT OF THE CAMPAIGN 

Reasons No, Reasons No. 

Tax 5 Poor Communication S 
Apathy of citizens and Consolidation 4 
Teachers 4 Ignorance 2 
Motime for campaign 2 Politics 1 
Religious opposition 1 Divided board 1 
Local newspaper opposition 1 Site selection 1 
Citizen leaders 1 Campaign held while 

school not in session 1 
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Item 13.--If the bond issue had been successful, in 

your opinion what three major reasons led to its success? 

Table XXXVII provides a record of the reasons for the 

success of the campaign cited by the key influentials of 

the successful school district. 

TABLE XXXVII 

MAJOR REASONS FOR THE SUCCESS OP THE CAMPAIGN 

Reasons No, 
1 ' ' 1 

Reasons No. 

Need for physical facil- Expansion of curriculum 
ities 5 offerings 3 
Staff support 2 Support of public 6 
Interest in student 1 Fear of district con-
Total ccamunity effort 1 solidation 1 
Mass media support 1 Board member support 1 
Good community organi- Better informed 
zation 1 teachers 1 

The four reasons cited with greatest frequency were 

(1) need for physical facilities, (2) support of the public, 

(3) expansion of curriculum offerings, and (4) staff sup-

port. 

The conclusions from the reasons given most frequently 

are as follows : 

1, The obvious need for physical facilities is neces-

sary for the success of a campaign. 
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2. Expansion of curriculum needs is a factor can-

tributing to the success of the campaign. 

3. Staff support is important to the success of the 

campaign. 

Item 14, — D M you disagree over the proposed location 

of the new facilities? 

Chi-square, chi-square with Yates' Correction and the 

Fisher Exact Probability Test were used to determine whether 

or not a disagreement among key influentials of the district 

over the proposed site of the new facilities would affect 

the outcome of the election. The results were presented 

in Table XXXVIII. 

TABLE XXXVIII 

KSY INFLUENTIALS WITH DISAGREEMENT OVER 
FUTURE BUILDING SITES 

District ' Yes No. Total 

Successful 3 7 10 

Unsuccessful 5 4 9 

Total 8 11 19 

The computed chi-square value was 1.27. The computed 

chi-square value with Yates' Correction was .44. The 
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Fisher test indicated that there was no significance. 

Therefor®, the conclusion drawn was that according to the 

key influential studied, the proposed site of the new 

facilities was not a significant factor in determining 

the outcome of the election. 

Item 15.--Did you assist in the educational survey 

that was made prior to the bond election? 

Chi-square, chi-square with Yates' Correction and the 

Fisher Exact Probability Test were used to determine whether 

or not a survey of the educational needs of the community 

prior to the campaign had any significant effect upon the 

result of the election. The results of the key influen-

tials' replies to this question were reported in Table XXXIX. 

TABLE XXXIX 

NUMBER OF KEY INFLUENTIALS WHO PARTICIPATED 
IK EDUCATIONAL SURVEY 

District Yes No Total 

Successful 9 1 10 

Unsuccessful 9 1 10 

Total IS 2 20 

The computed chi-square value was .00. The computed 

value for chi-square with Yates' Correction was .36. The 
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value for the Fishex test was nine. The critical value 

for the Fisher test at the .OS level of significance was 

four. The results for the three tests were not signifi-

cants therefore, the conclusion was that participation in 

an educational survey by the key influentials was not a 

significant factor in the success or failure of the bond 

issue. 

In Hypothesis 5 the relationship between active com-

munity influential# and the approval of bond issue# was 

examined (see Tables XIV, XV, XVI, and XVII). Influential® 

who were active in community affairs were contacted and 

asked how they voted in the last bond election. 

Presented in Table XL is a tabulation showing the rank* 

ing of the active community influentials in each of the 

four school districts under consideration in this study. 

In the Jonesboro School District two active community 

influentials were against the bond issue. During the cam-

paign, Jackson and Duncan endeavored to bring about failure 

of the election. Six active influential®, however, sup-

ported the bond issue, and it was through their active 

support that the election was successful. 

The Smithville School District had three active com-

munity influentials who opposed the bond issue, Williams, 
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TABLE XL 

RANKING OF ACTIVE COMMUNITY INFLUENTIALS IN EACH 
OF THE FOUR SCHOOL DISTRICTS 

Injfluenti&ls 
Bond Issue 

Injfluenti&ls 
For Against 

Jonesboro School District 

Logan 5£ • 

Jackson • X 

Wilson X *' 

F&ubion X • 

Nash X • 

Fant X * 

Morris X • 

Duncan f X 

Saithville School District 

Autrey X • 

Thurby X • 

Dunigan X • 

Williams • X 

Smith X • 

Miller m X 

Palmer » X 
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TABLE XL--Continued 

Influential® 
Bond Issue 

For Against 

Mt. Chambers School District 

Terrell X # 

Breeker X II 

fisher X * 

Hooper X • 

Beard » # X 

Gibson X * 

Gilbert X # 

Wallace • X 

Todd X • 

Centervill® School District 

Roberts X # 

Black * X 

Waldrip X # 

Curry X ¥ 

Jones X # 

Childs • X 

Johnson i X 
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Miller, and Palmer actively fought against it. Four active 

influentials favored the bond issue but were unable to 

secure its success. 

In the Mt. Chambers School District two active influ-

ential aligned themselves with the opposition. Beard and 

Wallace joined together in an effor to defeat the bond 

issue. Seven community influential actively supported 

the bond issue to insure approval. 

In the Centerville School District three active com-

munity influentials were opposed to the bond issue. Black, 

Childs, and Johnson led the opposition in defeating the 

bond issue. Four active influential® were in support of 

the bond issue but failed in their efforts to secure its 

passing. 

The data presented in Table XL indicate that Jonesboro 

and Mt. Chambers school districts had more active community 

influentials working for the success of the bond election 

than did the Smithville and Centerville school districts. 

The conclusion was that active community influentials 

play a significant part in defeating or passing a school 

bond issue• 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND R8C0MMBNDATIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to discover the community 

power structure and its influence on the outcome of bond 

elections in certain school districts in the state of Texas. 

The most recent band election campaign in each of four 

school districts was analysed, a requisite being that the 

campaign had been conducted during the period from June 1, 

1960, through January 1, 1965. Also, an attempt was made 

to determine and characterize the influentials composing 

the power structure of the districts and the part each 

played during the campaign for the issue. 

The influence of power structure was examined in two 

districts that had successful bond issues and in two dis-

tricts that had unsuccessful bond issues. This investiga-

tion called for comparison of characteristics and certain 

representations of the school district population, including 

in each district individuals considered as influentials and 

knowledgeables. The relationship between the attitude and 

180 
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support of the community influentials and the success of 

the bond issue in the respective districts was studied. 

The role of the superintendent in molding public opinion 

in favor of the bond issue was also examined. 

Other objectives were (1) to determine to what ex-

tent leaders in school issues were leaders in non-school 

issues? (2) to study the relationship between a successful 

or unsuccessful bond issue and the degree of participation 

of key influential®! and (3) to study the relation between 

the influentials of power and the approval of the bond 

issue. 

A study of the community power structure was conducted 

in the four selected schools. In the study a combination 

of the positional approach, reputational nomination method, 

and examination of other community issues was used. Twenty-

four individuals from each of the four school districts 

served as members of a panel of knowledgeables in their 

respective districts. This panel nominated community leaders 

according to the reputation the leaders had made during spe-

cific bond issues. The individuals who received the greatest 

number of nominations were designated as influential®. The 

key influential® were identified according to frequency of 
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nominations by the influential®» The methods and procedures 

that were employed to acquire the necessary information 

included questionnaires, interviews, and data received 

directly from documentary reports of both state and local 

government departments. 

Comparisons were made of the influential nominated 

by the panel* by the influentials themselves, and by the 

group-at-large. Citizens selected at random in each school 

district verified the nominations of the influential by 

the panel. Personal data analyses were made of the school 

districts1 population and of all Individuals interviewed 

during the study. School and non-school Issues were ana-

lyzed to determine general community influentials and 

specific school influentials. Formal organisations of the 

community were investigated also as to their role in the 

community structure. 

An analysis of the data presented in Chapter IV dis-

closed several factors in the four bond elections. It is 

important to an educational leader interested in conducting 

a successful campaign to know what factors influence the 

success or failure of a bond issue. Because these factors 

are important, each item presented in the body of this study 

will be included. 
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The data accumulated from inteviews did not conform 

to statistical treatment other than simple tabulations and 

percentage, and in some instances correlation computation 

and chi-square tests. Snail sample size, non-normality of 

the population interviewed, non-independent and non-related 

samples, and observation of different populations were 

examples of the statistical problems encountered. 

Findings 

In this research four school districts have been inves-

tigated. A limitation noted in case studies has been that 

generalisations of findings cannot be made applicable to 

all situations. Thus, findings derived from this study 

would not necessarily apply to all school districts. 

The following findings are considered to be justified 

in this studyi 

1. Taking into consideration the standing of the 

groups in each school district for attitude and support, 

indicated in Table XVIII, it seems clear that Joaesboro 

and Mt. Chambers have the most favorable influentials and 

that Sraithville and Centerville have the least favorable. 

However, in using chi-square the degree of freedom was 1.6, 

The critical value for the chi-square at the .05 level of 
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significance with three degrees of freedom is 7.82. Thus, 

it is considered that there is no relationship between the 

attitude and support of community influentials and the 

success of a school bond election. 

In order to obtain some measure of individual favor-

ableness and attitude to bond issues, each of the community 

influentials was asked what part he played in the bond 

issue. The answers (treated in narrative form in Chap-

ter IV) of each individual led the investigator to conclude 

that attitude and support did have a direct effect on the 

passing of a bond issue. However, it would be too strong 

an assertion to say that the data verified the hypotheses. 

2. Hypothesis 2 was rejected in its entirety. It is 

concluded that in school bond elections there is no signifi-

cant positive relationship between the attitude of actainis-

trators and the molding of public opinion and the voting 

action of the people. 

3* Hypothesis 3 was accepted in its entirety. All 

forty of the community influentials were designated as having 

power in both school and non-school issues. The four school 

superintendents were considered influentials in school bond 

issues. However, in other community affairs they were not 

as active as the other influentials. In fact, two of the 
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superintendents had practically no community influence 

except in school affairs. This finding supported previous 

research from which the conclusion was that of all commun-

ity leaders, the educational leaders had the lowest average 

influence. 

In this study it was concluded that there is a signifi-

cant positive relationship between community influentials 

in bond issues and those in other community affairs. The 

majority of influentials actively participated in business 

organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce and the com-

mercial clubs, which are considered the most effective in 

the communities. A majority of influentials hold member-

ships in service clubs, the Rotary Club and the Lions Club 

having the greatest representation of influentials. 

4. Hypothesis 4 was rejected in its entirety. In 

the four school districts the influential® did not vacil-

late from opposing to supporting a bond issue. In the 

unsuccessful bond election several influentials were re-

corded as favoring the bond issue but doing no active work 

in behalf of the proposal. However, in the successful bond 

issues the influential® were active proponents in both word 

and deed. When Form F was administered to the key influen-

tial®, the following results were produced? 
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a. Item 1 was rejected and the conclusion was that 

there was no significant difference between the us© of key 

influentials and the use of an adequate public relations 

program. 

b. Item 2 was rejected and the conclusion wa» that 

successful and unsuccessful districts did not differ sig-

nificantly in their plans for releasing information. 

c. Item 3 was rejected and the conclusion was that 

during the campaign the use of mass media by key influen-

tial was not a significant factor in the success or 

failure of the bond election, 

d. Itoo 4 was rejected and the conclusion was that 

the initial planning by the key influential® concerning 

use of mass media during the campaign was not significant 

in the success of the issue. 

e. Item 5 was accepted and the conclusion was that 

the key influentials' knowledge that organized opposition 

did exist was a strong indication of a successful bond 

election. 

f. Item 6 was accepted and the conclusions were that 

in bond issues a subtle opposition was more frequently used 

than was open opposition and that the key influential® 

should know the fact. 
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g, Item 7 was accepted and the conclusion was that 

large property owners, divided school boards, and lack of 

faith in the school administration were the causes for an 

unsuccessful or successful bond election. 

h* Item 8 was accepted and the conclusion was that 

increase in taxes, location of building site, and the dis-

trust of the school board and administration were the causes 

of bond failures. 

i. Item 9 was accepted and the conclusion was that 

the key influentials have a significant effect upon the 

outcome of a bond election. 

Item 10 was rejected and the conclusion was that 

organized opposition by the key influentials did not have 

an effect upon the outcome of a bond election, 

k. Item 11 was accepted and the conclusion was that 

the key influentials believea that in a school bond elec-

tion the school staff should lead the campaign. 

1, Item 12 was accepted and the conclusion was that 

according to key influential®» there are three major reasons 

why a band issue is unsuccessful! (1) failure to enlighten 

the people; (2) failure to influence voters to have a favor-

able attitude in regard to the campaignj and (3) tax oppo-

sition and divided school boards. 
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m. Item 13 was accepted and the conclusion was that 

according to the key influentials, there are three major 

reasons why a bond issue is successful* (1) need for more 

facilities^ (2) need for additional curriculum offerings* 

and (3) need for school staff support as far as the key 

influentials were concerned. 

n. Item 14 was rejected and the conclusion was that 

the location of the new facilities was not a determining 

factor in the outcome of bond elections, 

o. Item IS was rejected and the conclusion was that 

participation in an educational survey of the key influen-

tial was not a significant factor in either the success 

or failure of a bond issue* 

4. Hypothesis 5 was accepted in its entirety and the 

conclusion was that there was a significant positive rela-

tionship between the active community influence and the 

approval of the bond issue. In the districts that had a 

successful bond election, the community influentials who 

were actively engaged in the issue outnumbered the influen-

tials who were actively engaged in the unsuccessful issue. 

For example, fourteen influentials were actively engaged 

in the bond issues of the Jonesboro and Mt. Chambers school 
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districts and only eight in the Sraithville and Centerville 

school districts. 

To determine public opinion on different phases of 

the organization and administration of public education, 

educators have made considerable use of polling techniques. 

Characteristically, these polls have been focused on edu-

cational items to the exclusion of attitudes in other 

institutional sectors of the local school district. Such 

polls have been .of considerable value as general guides 

to professional planning. In a number of instances the 

results have indicated considerable discrepancy in rela-

tion to the observed level of educational opportunities 

actually provided. 

The individual may be in favor of a bond issue until 

he is confronted with a tax raise or the location of a 

certain building; then he may change his mind and oppose 

the issue. Consideration of this type of person neces-

sitates future study of influentials to determine their 

action to all community activities. Many such problems 

became apparent before the study was completed. 

Conclusions 

As a result of findings of this study the following 

are some conclusions which may be made: 
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1. People within the power structure of a community 

can play a significant and important role in bond elections. 

2. The outcome of a bond issue can be predicted by 

a sampling of the power structure within the school dis-

trict. 

3. The difference between a successful and an unsuc-

cessful bond election can be caused by the change in degree 

of active participation of the key influentials. 

4. The position of influentials can play an important 

part in the composition of the community power structure. 

5. The key influential® can be the most active in 

all community projects. 

6. Community influentials who are active in other 

community projects can also be active in school bond issues. 

7. The attitude of the superintendent is not signifi-

cant in the molding of public opinion and securing the 

passage of a bond issue, 

8. The superintendent does not have to play a major 

role in community projects in relationship to school activi-

ties. 

9. Better relationship between the super in t enden t and 

the businessmen's group of a school district is not likely 

to affect a bond election. 
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10, Superintendents of schools should secure non-

school related assistance in passing a school proposal 

requiring a public vote. 

Recommendations 

As a result of research conducted for this study the 

following recommendations are presented! 

1. A study should be made of the relationship between 

school-community knowledgeable® and influential®. Most of 

the influentials in the four districts studied were above-

average in their knowledge of the school and community. 

To ascertain how this situation compared with other school 

districts and communities would be of value. 

2, A study of the ability of community organisations 

to fulfill their objectives should be conducted* This 

study would determine whether or not business organizations 

were the most effective in coswaunity activities. 

It would also be helpful for the school administration 

to check when attempting to identify and locate the commun-

ity power structure. It would be used to see whether or 

not school locations were a major factor in the passing of 

a bond election, 
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3. A study of the use of power structure acts by 

community influentials could serve as a basis for future 

educational research. The use of power structure for edu-

cational benefits could be better achieved if further 

analyse® were made as to control, purpose, and responsi-

bility! segments of the population presented with the 

various power acts} and the methods process employed in 

securing influentials to perform such acts, 

4. A study of the relationship between income and 

opposition to school bond issues could be made. In the 

two school districts that had successful bond issues the 

average income was higher than it was in the school dis» 

tricts with unsuccessful bond issues, 

5. A follow-up study of the four communities inves-

tigated could be made using a different method of deter-

mining influential®, that is by eliminating the panel of 

knowledgeables and using additional persons for the group-

at-large* 

6. The group-at-large identified the selection 

submitted by the panel in this study. Questions could 

include more than a single bond issue. Individuals in the 

group-at-large should be increased in order to secure more 

reliable and valid representation of the population. 
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7. Further research similar to this study is recom-

mended. Additional research would provide an opportunity 

to test some of the conclusions derived from thi® study. 

The results could give administrators more insight into 

identifying the power that prevails in the community during 

school bond elections. 



APPENDIX 

FOKM A 

Personal Interviews Knowledgeables 

1. What do you consider the outstanding strong points and 
weak points in your school today? 

2. What do you like best about your community? 

3. What is the main area that need# improvement in your 
community? 

4. How many children do you estimate are attending the 
public schools, grades 1-12, in your school district? 

5. How many dollars in school tax do you estimate the 
property owners of your school district pay? 

6. What proportion of the total property tax paid by the 
property owners in your school district do you estimate 
the school tax represents? 

7. What is your opinion of the need for local property 
tax relief? 

8. What is your opinion in regard to additional State 
Aid for public education? 

9. If you had an outstanding idea which you thought would 
benefit the youth of your community, whom would you 
contact or discuss the idea with prior to making the 
information public? 

10, If you were responsible for securing community accep-
tance for this project, name the five persons in the 
community you would want to assist you, 

11. If you had an exceptionally good idea which you thought 
would benefit the community both socially and economi-
cally, whom would you contact or discus® the idea with 
prior to making the information public? 
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12. Who do you believe is the best generally informed per-
son in your community? 

13. Which group, such as P-Tht Chamber of Commerce» Lions 
Club, and others, in your school district is the most 
efficiently organized in regard to effectiveness in 
securing objectives or achieving goals? 

14. How much of the time do you estimate that this group 
accomplishes its objectives? (a) all (b) 3/4 
(c) 1/2 (d) 1/4 

15. How much of the time do you estimate that the local 
board of education accomplishes its objectives? 
(a) all (b) 3/4 (c) 1/2 (d) 1/4 

16. Who are the leaders for civic improvement in your com-
munity? 

17. What person from your school district would make a good 
state representative of your area? 

18. Assuming property taxes are too high in your school 
district, what persons and/or what groups would take 
the leadership in attempting adjustment? 

19. Do you know any persons and/or groups in the school 
district who are always against everything? 

a. Who is the leader of this group? 

b. Who is the spokesman for this group? 



FORM B 

Survey Schedule 

1. What groups, such as the P-TA, Chamber of Commerce, 
Lions Club, Legion, et cetera, have as much or more 
influence than the board of education cm the passing 
or defeating of important school issues upon which 
the public votes. 

2. What groups generally disagree with and oppose the 
actions of the board of education? 

3. What group most closely agrees with and supports the 
actions of the board of education? 

4. If you could appoint the members of the board of edu-
cation in your school district, who do you feel would 
best represent the majority of the people? (You may 
appoint present board members if you so desire#) 

5. List the people who talked or wrote to you about the 
issues of the last bond election. 

6. In the bond election which was unsuccessful, list the 
three persons you feel were most influential in secur-
ing "yes" votes, 

7. In the bond election which was unsuccessful, list the 
three persons you feel were most influential in secur-
ing "no" votes. 

8. In the bond election which was successful, list the 
three persons you feel were most influential in secur-
ing "yes" votes, 

9. In the bond election which was successful, list the 
three persons you feel were most influential in secur-
ing "no" votes. 

10. If your district were going to build a new community 
and civic center or some other worthy civic project, 
what three persons would it be necessary to convince 
of the value of such a project in order for the issue 
to be successful? 
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IX. If you could name a citizen advisory committee to 
assist the board of education in deciding important 
educational issues, list the five persons you would 
place on this committee to best represent your inter-
est. 

12. If your school district were to unite its efforts in 
and attempt to secure a new industry fox the area, 
what three persons would take the lead in such a 
venture? 

13. What person(s) offering criticism of some public 
issue would receive the largest public support? 

14. What person(s) have the greatest influence with the 
farmers? 

15. What person(s) have the greatest influence with the 
salaried employees? 

16. What person(s) have the greatest influence with the 
businessmen? 

17. What person(s) are most successful in securing the 
women's support of a worthy project in your school 
district? 



FO«M C 

1* Have you been involved in the unsuccessful or success-
ful school bond issues? 

a. How did you participate? 

b. What did you feel was your most effective activity? 

c. What did you feel was your least effective activity? 

d. If you could again participate in the same issues, 
would your activity be the same? 

e. Did other persons perform activities which were 
equally important in the final outcome of the issues? 

ft What were these activities? 

g. Who were the people responsible for the performance 
of these activities? 

2, Have you been involved in other vital community issue© 
during the past three years? 

a. In what issues were you involved? 

b. What did you feel was your most effective activity? 

c. What did you feel was your least effective activity? 

d. If you could again participate in the same issue, 
would your activity be the same? 

e. Haw did you participate? 

f. Did other persons perform activities which were 
equally important in the final outcome of the issues? 

g. What were these activities? 
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h. Who wer® the people responsible for the perform-
ance of these activities? 

i. Which of the above support your belief? 



FORM B 

Personal Data 

Respondent Present Board Member ( ) 
dhii'dreih ( ) former Board keaber { i 

Knowledgeable 

Organization Membership Occupation 
Civic ( } Laborer „ , ( > 
Church ( ) farmer ,,( Education ( ) Clerical < ) 

Sales 
Lodge 
Ifoions 

Craftsman 
Service Worker 

) Mgrs. and Prop, Farm Org. T T 
Veterans ) P rofessional 
r̂v'i'ce sp g c i a i 

Others 
Age 

Others 

School Attended Influential UL 
Public 

I Private 

Active in Org-attend 50% of meetings Off. held in org. 
) I 1 

2 
IT 

HA 
( T T 
(T~4-

I 
6 

) 7 
8 8 

Education Religion 
8th and below ( ) Baptist UL 
9th to 12th ( ) Cong., Presto.t UL 
H.S. Qrad. ( ) Lutheran UL 
Soae College C ) Methodist UL 
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B. A. { ) Pentecost ( ,.L 
M. A. ( } Other Protestant { 1 
Dr • ( } Roman Catholic ( ) 

Jewish ( 
Other ( J,, 
None . : ( )„ 

Family Income 'Years Resident in Community 
§4*000 and below ( ) o { 
4,000 to $ 5,999 ( ) 1 < ), 
6,000 to 7,999 { ) 2 C } 
8,000 to 9,999 < ) 3 ( 
10,000 to 14,999 ( ) 4 ( 
13,000 and 'above ( ) 5 ( ) 

6 { ) 
_ - f ; _ _ _ _ ( , } , , 

8-10 and above ( ) 



P0®4 E 

1. What was the date of your most recent successful 
school bond Issue? 

2. What was the date of your most recent unsuccessful 
school bond issue? 

3. Did you have a planned program for releasing informa-
tion about the school prior to the and issue campaign? 
yes no 

4. Did you make a survey of the educational needs of the 
district prior to the bond issue campaign? yes no 

5. Did you poll a sample of the population prior to initiate 
irug the campaign? ye® no 

6. Were the influential committees used in preparing for 
the bond issue? yes no 

7. Did you start the bond issue campaign before the public 
was notified that a bond issue was needed? yes no 

8. Who wields the influence of power in your school dis-
trict? 

9. Who or what seems to be the chronic opposition to the 
school in your district? 

10. What mass media, such. as newspaper, radio, or television, 
did you use in the last bond issue? 

11. In the bond issue, what were the major factors in the 
election campaign? 

12. How were the factors presented to the people? 

13. Do you feel that it was your duty to present the issue 
to the community? 
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14,) What are your major goals and hopes for your school 
district? 

15.. What do you consider your greatest effort in securing 
a Hy«#" vote in th@ school bond is@ues? 



mm F 

Key Influentials 

1. Did your school district provide adequate community 
relations before the bond issue? yes no 

2. Did your school district have a planned program for 
releasing information about the school prior to the 
bond issue? yes no 

3. Did you play a part in the use of communication media 
as the campaign progressed? yes no 

4. If you played a part in the communication media, was 
it planned initially? yes no 

5. Did you think there was opposition to the campaign? 
yes no 

6. If question (5) was "yes," was this opposition a subtle 
opposition? yes no 

7. Did you know what organized group® were in opposition? 
yes no 
(Please rank as to judge effectiveness,) 1. , 
2. , 3. , 4. 

8. What reasons were given for the opposition? 

9. What was your reaction to the campaign?^ 

10. If you opposed or supported the bond issue, was your 
opposition or support organized? yes no 

11. In your opinion what group spearheaded the bond issue" 
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12. If the band Issue was unsuccessful, what three major 
.reasons do you b«lieve led to its defeat? 
1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ > _ 
2. 
3. 

13. If the bond issue was successful, what three major 
reasons do you believe led to its success? 
1. 
2. 
3. _ 

14. Did you disagree over the proposed location of the new 
facilities? yes no 

15. Did you assist in the educational survey that was made 
prior to the band issue? yes no 
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